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Large ions generated by the matrix-assisted laser desorption / ionization (MALDI) 
method are known to inherit high kinetic energies and kinetic energy distribution. This 
spread of ion kinetic energy has serious consequences on the wn trapping efficiency of 
the FTMS trapped-ion cell. Recently’ pre-trapping cooling of MALDI-derived ions at 
the ion transfer hexapole has experimentally been demonstrated to improve the 
trapping efficiency of ions in the FTMS. In an attempt to understand the pre-trapping 
cooling process(es) and to optimize instrumental arrangements, different critical 
experimental parameters and various forms of hexapole- based interfaces were studied 
using ion optics simulation. The percentage of survival/or ions of different m/z after 0.1 
second trapping using a hexapole trap at different experimental parameters, including 
hexapole rf-frequency (co), zero-to-peak rf-voltage (Vo-p), trapping potentials (Vj), 
pulse-gas pressure (p�) and space charge repulsion, were systematically investigated. It 
was demonstrated that MADLI derived ions with m/z ranging from �200 Th up to 
16,000 Th could be pre-trapped in the hexapole under optimized conditions. The 
low-mass limit was induced by the low-mass cutoff (LMCO) of the hexapole field; and 
the high-mass limit was caused by inefficient removal of the initial kinetic energy of the 
MALDI-derived ions through collisions with the buffer gas molecules. The space 
charge effect was found to reduce the accessible mass range and also the overall 
trapping efficiency across the whole mass range. Among the three hexapole interfaces 
studied, the static medium pressure interface was found to provide the best operation 
efficiency. A particular advantage of the static medium pressure interface over the 
pulse-gas interface was the enhanced trapping efficiency of the low-mass region. An 
almost 100% percentage trapping efficiency was found in the low-mass region. Based 
on the present study, a customized MALDI ion source interface was designed and will 
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Chapter One : Introduction 
CHAPTER 1 
1.1 Matrix-assisted Laser Desorption / Ionization (MALDI) 
1.1.1 Evolution of Matrix-assisted laser desorption / ionization (MALDI) 
Since the introduction of Light Amplified Simulated Emission of Radiation (LASER), 
it has been utilized in mass spectrometry for the analysis of biomolecules. Several 
laser-based techniques have been developed during the 1970s including multiphoton 
ionization laser desorption mass spectrometry^ and laser microprobes mass 
spectrometry^. However, application of these laser-based techniques has been limited 
to relatively small biomolecules such as peptides. Much of the effort has been devoted 
to the development of better methods for characterizing high molecular weight 
biomolecules. In 1987，Hillenkamp and Karas^ "^  mixed nicotinic acid (3-pyridine 
carboxylic acid) with the protein sample in a molar proportions of about 1:1000, and 
successfully desorbed and ionized protein molecules as large as 100,000 Da using the 
fourth harmonic of a Nd: YAG laser at 266nm. Almost concurrently, Tanaka^ reported 
a similar approach by mixing the protein and polymer sample with a matrix composed 
o 
on slurry of ultra-fine cobalt powder (300 A in diameter) suspended in glycerol. Large 
molecular ions with masses up to 100,000 Da were produced using a nitrogen laser. It 
is general believed that the key of producing large molecular ions in both techniques is 
the addition of matrix materials. The matrix acts as a medium for absorbing the photon 
energy from laser and causes the transformation of the intact sample molecules from 
condensed phase into gaseous molecules/ions. This technique is now called 
matrix-assisted laser desorption / ionization (MALDI) and has become one of the 
powerful mass spectrometry techniques for the analysis of biomolecules including 
oligonucleotides, carbohydrates, proteins/peptides and synthetic polymers. However, 
this technique shows different degrees of sensitivity towards different classes of 
2 
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molecules. To achieve high performance MALDI analysis, many experimental 
parameters have to be carefully adjusted. 
1.1.1.1 Lasers 
Both ultraviolet (UV) and Infrared (IR) lasers have been used in MALDI analysis of 
biomolecules,typical UV lasers include nitrogen laser at 337 nm ,^ frequency tripled 
(355 mii)7 or quadrupled (266 nmf output from a Nd:YAG laser and various excimer 
lasers ( � � 308 nm for XeCl^ X = 248 nm for KrF^^ X = 193 nm for ArF^ )^. Typical 
infrared lasers include Er:YAG laser at 2.94 and carbon dioxide laser at 10.6 
MALDI mass spectra obtained by using UV and IR lasers were found to be rather 
similar. 14 It was noted that IR-MALDI has a greater tendency towards the formation of 
higher charge state, lower degree of metastable decay and matrix-adduction formation 
than UV-MALDI15. 
1.1.1.2 Matrices 
Matrix materials constitute the key of successful analysis for the large molecule using 
matrix-assisted laser desorption / ionization (MALDI) mass spectrometry. Molecular 
ions with masses up to one million Dalton can be generated using suitable matrix 
material. Unfortunately, there are no clear criteria for matrix selection. An effective 
matrix for analysis of a particular class of biomolecules can be found only after 
screening of a large number of different compounds. Nevertheless, it is believed that 
the matrix material absorbs the laser energy and transforms the photon energy to kinetic 
energy for ejection of the analyte molecules. Therefore, the molecules selected for 
MALDI should have high absorbance at the laser wavelength. It is also believed that 
matrix should prevent the aggregation of analyte molecules and promote the formation 
of homogenous matrix-analyte crystals. Apart from the matrix selection, the 
3 
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homogeneity of sample and matrix co-crystals have been shown to govern the 
sensitivity and mass accuracy in the MALDI-MS analysis of peptides^^"^^ Factors 
affecting the homogeneity of the crystal formation include the solvents for matrix and 
1 Q 
sample, sample pH and sample preparation methods. 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid 
(DHB) and a -cyano-4-hydroxycimiamic acid ( a -CCA) are the most commonly used 
matrices and have been shown to have superior performance in the analysis of a variety 
of analytes. Although many investigations have been conducted on the properties of 
the matrix materials, the most effective matrix for the analysis can only been found by 
trial and error. 
1.1.1.3 Sample preparation 
Many MALDI sample preparation techniques have been reported, among which the 
most frequently used is dried-droplet method^ .^ Matrix solution is mixed in a solvent 
in which the matrix material should be easily dissolvable. Sample is also prepared by 
dissolving in the solution state with respect to the matrix solution. They are then mixed 
in the vial and a small amount of the sample mixture is deposited on the target plate. 
The plate is allowed to dry in the ambient air or in a gentle stream of forced a i r�� . In 
order to improve the signal intensity and reproducibility, a high homogeneity of sample 
and matrix co-crystal should be prepared. Several strategies have already developed. 
Weinberg2i has tried to dry the mixture of sample and matrix in vacuum to obtain 
smaller and more homogenous crystals. Later on, they also carried out an experiment 
with two-step crystallization procedure. They first prepared a layer of analyte and 
matrix cocrystallized on the target and then wiped off. A second layer of sample 
mixture is deposited on top of it which utilizes the residue of the first layer as a seed for 
the second layer. An improvement in resolution and enhancement in homogeneity was 
22 
found in this method. Xiang and Beavis have also published a similar technique by 
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preparing a seed layer by drying the matrix solution on the target. The probe tip was 
used to crush the seed layer mechanically and a second layer of sample mixture is then 
applied on top of it. Hutchens and Yip�� have tried to covalently bind a monolayer of 
matrix material on the surface of the probe tip. The sample solution was dried on the 
top of the surface. A good surface homogeneity was achieved by this technique. Vorm 
and co-workers^^ have introduced a fast-evaporation method. A dense, flat and thin 
matrix film layer was prepared by applying the matrix to the probe tip in a highly 
volatile solvent. In this case, acetone was used in order to obtain a very fast evaporation 
of the solvent. The analyte solution is then placed on the top of the matrix surface and 
the solution is allowed to evaporate slowly. Better sensitivity, washability, surface 
homogeneity and energy distribution of desorbed ions is found in this sample 
preparation technique. A sandwich method was also introduced to improve the 
homogeneity. A thin layer of matrix crystals was prepared on the target and a sample 
solution is applied on it. Then an addition of matrix solution was added on it and this 
mixture was allowed to dry. This technique also has a better tolerance towards high 
20 
amounts of impurities. Kussmann and co-workers have introduced a thick layer 
method using nitrocellulose as matrix additive. Nitrocellulose and matrix were first 
dissolved in acetone. They were then applied to a rotating target so that the solution 
was immediately spin-dried '^'"^^ yielding a uniform nitrocellulose-matrix layer and 
allowed to dry. The addition of nitrocellulose to the matrix can improve the spectra 
from samples contaminated with salts and synthetic polymers. Electrospray 
preparation of sample slides^^ can also provide homogeneous films and minimize both 
sample spot-to-spot and shot-to-shot variation. However, the method is more 
complicated than the above methods and might cause fragmentation of the analyte. In 
summary, there is no universal sample preparation method for analytes of different 
nature. The optimum sample preparation method can only be prepared by careful 
5 
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consideration of the properties of the analyte. 
1.1.1.4 Desorption 
Many studies have been conducted on the process(es) of desorption and ionization for 
MALDI s. Some have focused on the measurement of the initial desorption velocity of 
the MALDI-derived ions. The positive and negative molecule-ions produced by 
MALDI were found to have axial velocities of about 750 — 840 ms"^  which is only 
• n 
slightly dependent on the molecular weight of the ions • The observed velocity 
distribution can be explained by a supersonic jet expansion model?• In this model, a 
rapid phase transition of matrix from solid to a high-pressure fluid happens after 
excitation by the laser light. The fluid then expands freely into the vacuum to form a 
supersonic jet. The molecular ions were accelerated by the expanding matrix gas and 
thus result in a uniform velocity distribution. Several models have been proposed to 
explain different aspects of the desorption process. In the ‘ Cool Plume Model'^^ part 
of the laser energy is deposited onto the matrix. Phase change (sublimation) occurrs 
when the surface temperature is sufficiently high. The sublimed matrix molecules 
transfer excess energy to analyte and convert it in the gas phase. This high-density 
plume undergoes an expansion and the analyte is desorbed and ionized. In the 
‘Pressure pulse model'^^, a pressure gradient is developed within the sample lattice 
when the laser photons deposit their energy to it. The pressure gradient is induced the 
surface layer expansion if the energy exceeds a certain critical value. This process 
leading to the desorption of matrix and analyte molecules. "Desorption Induced by 
Electronic Transition model” (DIET)^ "^^ ^ adapts a different approach than the above 
models. Laser photons excitesthe absorbate (matrix) to a repulsive anti-bonding 
electronic state. The absorbate is driven away from the surface of the substrate during 
relaxation and desorption occurs. 
6 
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1.1.1.5 Ionization 
The exact mechanism of the ionization process(es) under MALDI conditions remains 
controversial. In a recent paper, Zenobi and Knochenmuss have summarized several 
ion formation mechanisms. The generation of the first ions from neutral molecules in 
the sample is referred to the 'primary ionization'. The primary ionization can be 
generated via different mechanisms, such as multiphoton ionization, energy-pooling,., 
etc. In the multiphoton ionization model, the matrix molecules are first excited by laser 
irradiation. This excited state matrix molecules live for a short time and absorb one or 
more photons to yield the matrix radical cation and a free electron. 
M * "(��>M + e— 
The photoionized matrix radicals are the key to the formation of other MALDI ions.^ ^ 
In the energy-pooling model,^ ''"^^ two or more separately excited matrix molecules 
pooled their energy to yield one matrix radical cation and a highly excited matrix 
molecule. More than one excited matrix molecules is needed to generate ions in 
MALDI 
MM 2� —A^+AT.+e-
The most frequently proposed MALDI ionization model is excited-state proton transfer 
(ESPT)4’36. This model requires only one photon and the photo-excited matrix 
molecule is presumed to be more acidic than that in its ground state. Upon the 
relaxation of the excited molecules, the analyte might accept the labile proton and 
become ionized. 
M-^M* 
M* +A-^{M-Hy +Air 
Other proposed primary ionization mechanisms include disproportionation, desorption 
-J ^  38 
of the performed ion and thermal ionization . The formation of excited intermediates 
7 
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by the matrix-matrix reactions of the primary ionization reactions is then used to ionize 
the analyte. The ionization of analyte is then called the secondary ionization. Ehring 
and co-workers^^ have pointed out that secondary gas-phase proton transfer reactions 
are important for MALDl. They mentioned that the matrix-matrix reaction which 
occurs in the MALDl plume is essential to provide an intermediate for the protonation 
of analyte. Atypical proton-transfer reaction is shown as follow: 
MIT + � + 
Another secondary ionization is gas-phase cationization. Wang and Belov^ "^'^ ^ have 
tried to generate sodium ions by laser irradiation of a Nal sample at the region of 
ionization source to prove the gas-phase cationization. It was found that the signal of 
(M+Na)+ was greatly increased in the presence of the free sodium ions. Liao and 
Allison^i also proposed cation attachment under the gas phase conditions. They have 
found that the signal of cationized molecular-ion increased with a longer delay time for 
ion extraction. 
8 
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1.2 Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometry with 
MALDI (FTICR-MS) 
1.2.1 History of Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass 
Spectrometry 
The theory of cyclotron resonance was first introduced by Lawrence et. al.42 in 1932. 
The motion of a charged particle is constrained to a circular orbit under the influence of 
a perpendicular magnetic field. By applying a transverse oscillating potential whose 
frequency matched with the cyclotron frequency of the particle to the plate electrode, 
the 'cyclotron' motion of the particle can be excited to a larger radius. This ion 
cyclotron resonance principle was first utilized by Sommer et. al."*^  to develop a mass 
spectrometer, the so-called "Omegatron’� which was used to obtain the first ion 
cyclotron resonance mass spectrum. The ions were produced by electron impact 
ionization method within the analyzer region of the omegatron. Positive trapping 
voltages were applied to the guard rings in order to produce an electric field to trap the 
ion along the axial direction. The r/of the applied voltage with the same frequency as 
the ion's cyclotron frequency was superimposed to the electrodes and the ions are then 
accelerated in orbits of increasing size (Archimedes' spiral). An ion collector was 
inserted through a slot in one of the rf plates to measure the resonant ion current. 
Several studies were carried out using this instrument including the determination of 
the Faraday constant''^ proton-to-electron mass ratio'^ ^ and molecular weight of small 
molecules'*^. However, the omegatron was suffered from its limited ion trapping 
capability, low mass resolution, limited mass range and slow scanning speed'^ .^ 
In 1965, a more sensitive ion cyclotron resonance spectrometer was designed to study 
low energy ion-molecules interactions in the presence of weakly ionized gas"*^ . One of 
the interesting features of this apparatus was that the region of ion production and 
measurement were separated. Aii electron beam was used to generate either positive or 
9 
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negative ions depend on the electron energy. A pair of electrodes was used to form one 
arm of an r/-bridge to produce an rf electric field. The absorption signal was then 
sensed by the unbalance of this bridge. This instrument was capable of determining the 
collision frequency of the ions in the gas phase and the concentration of the ions formed. 
However, this apparatus has suffered from low efficiency of ion trapping and limited 
mass resolving power. In 1970s, two important techniques were introduced to 
overcome these limitations of the ICR techniques. Mclver"*^  introduced a "trapped ion" 
analyzer cell in which a pair of trapping electrode was used to create an electric 
potential well perpendicular to the uniform magnetic field. A combination of magnetic 
and electric field could confine the ion motions in three-dimensionals. The lifetime of 
the ions was substantially lengthened using this design. High-resolution spectra could 
be obtained. A unique feature of the trapped ion cell is the pulse modes of operation. 
Ion generation, excitation and detection were performed sequentially in time. Another 
important technique refers to the implementation of the Fourier transform 
algorithm49-50 to the ICR technique by Marshall and Comisarow^^ in 1974. Ions were 
first generated and trapped in the ion cell. After a brief delay, the trapped ions were 
subjected to a short rf pulse that increased linearly in frequency during its lifetime. 
After the frequency sweep was discontinued, a broadband time-domain signal was 
obtained by imaging the motion of the cycling ions on the detection plates. The 
time-domain decay signal was then transformed to yield a frequency-domain signal. 
This technique is now well known as Fourier-transform ion-cyclotron-resonance 
(FTICR) or Fourier-transform mass spectrometry (FTMS). FTMS has now become an 
important mass spectrometry tool for producing high resolution and high accuracy 
mass measurement. Together with tandem mass spectrometry (MS") capability, FTMS 
has become one of the high-end mass spectrometry instruments for characterization and 
sequence analysis of biologically important molecules. 
10 
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Several improvements have been made in FTICR instrument in the past few decades. 
One of the greatest improvements was the replacement of the conventional solenoid 
magnet by a high field superconducting magnet^^. The superconducting magnet offers 
a better field uniformity, stronger field strength and higher stability. Several new 
excitation methods were also developed such as the Stored Waveform Inverse Fourier 
Transform (SWIFT) ^^  and the correlation sweep^ "* to increase the effectiveness and 
feasibility of ion manipulation. This is particularly important for structural elucidation 
of mass-selected ions through tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) analysis. FTICR of 
mass-selected ions can now coupled directly to external ionization techniques such as 
MALDI55-59�ESI60-63 ^^^ siMS^'^^ for the analysis of biomolecules. 
1.2.2 Basics of FTICR-MS 
Figure 1.1 shows a typical ICR trapped-ion cell. The trapped ion cell is composed of 
six orthorhombically arranged electrodes. These plates confine the ions in a 3-D trap, 
and excite and detect the trapped ions. Each of these functions is carried out by a set of 
opposite plates. Trapping voltages are applied to the two plates perpendicular to the 
magnetic field lines. The cell is always contained within a high-vacuum chamber 
(pressure of 10'^  ton or less) which is centered in a homogenous magnetic field. 
Magnetic field strengths used for FTMS are typically 3 to 9.4 Tesla in which the field is 
generated by superconducting magnets. The motions of the ions in the cell are 
constrained by the static magnetic field and static electric field in which the electric 
field is applied parallel to the magnetic field The actual motion of the ions in the ICR 
cell is a superimposition of the cyclotron motion, the magnetron motion and the 
trapping motions. 
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by the cyclotron equation^^: 
& (1.1) m 
where Bo is the magnetic field strength, q and m are the charge and the mass of the ions, 
respectively. As the magnetic field strength is constant in the FTMS experiment, ions 
of different masses will have different cyclotron frequencies. According to equation 
1.1, the cyclotron frequency (coc) of an ion under constant magnetic field is inversely 
proportion to its mass-to-charge ratio. Therefore, FTICR can simultaneously monitor 
the orbiting motions of all ions within the trapped-ion cell and determine their 
mass-to-charge ratios based on their cyclotron frequencies. Because of random 
cyclotron phase and small radius, the cyclotron motion of an ion cloud is not 
immediately detectable. A coherent population of ions rotating at a larger radius can be 
generated by applying an excitation r/-pulse through the two-excitation plates (Figure 
1.2). When the //frequency matches the ion's cyclotron frequency, ions are accelerated 
steadily. This �/-excitation increases the average ion velocities and thus the cyclotron 
radii. The receiver plates serve as a pair of anteimae to image the ion motion by 
measuring the oscillating potentials. Two trapping electrodes are placed perpendicular 
to the magnetic field to confine the trapped ion along the z-axis. Under the influence of 
the trapping potentials, ions inside the trapped ion cell undergo harmonic oscillation 
along z-direction with the 'trapping' (axial) oscillation frequency ( g j ^ / � � expressed as 
follow: 
i w 
— J (1.2) 
where U is the potential of the trapping plates and d is the distance between the front 
and rear trapping plates. The polarity of the applied voltage depends upon the polarity 
of the ions of interest, i.e. positive voltage is used to trap positive ions and vice versa for 












































































































Chapter One : Introduction 
is superimposed with a much slower, circular magnetron motion, with angular 
frequency {(Omf^ '^ ^ expressed as follow: 
� � � j Z I Z (1.3) 
“ 2 V 4 2 
The frequency of this "magnetron motion" is apploximately independent of the mass of 
the ion. The magnetron motion is moving at the same direction as the cyclotron motion 
but with a much slower frequency. Therefore, the observed cyclotron frequency is 
slightly smaller than the original cyclotron frequency. 
1.2.3 FTICR coupled with external ionization sources 
Ion sources for FTICR-MS can be classified as either internal when ionization occurs 
within the homogenous high magnetic field region or external when ionization occurs 
outside the magnet. Due presumably to the difficulties in transferring ions into the 
strong magnetic field, early ICR instruments were normally equipped with an internal 
ion source. Sample introduction and/or the ionization process occurred within the 
trapped ion cell. The resolving power of the instrument was found to be hampered 
because of the high gas load. In addition, it is also necessary to vent the whole vacuum 
system for changing or cleaning the ion source. EXTREL?® introduced a dual cell 
configuration in which ionization and detection occur in different compartments of the 
trapped ion cell. The dual cell consists of two cubic cells sharing a common trapping 
plate. The small hole of the shared trapping plate serves as a conductance limit which 
creates a differential pressure between two compartments. An alternative solution 
involves the development of external ion source by Mclver?� in 1985. In this design, 
ions are generated at a position external to the magnet. This arrangement retains all 
features of FTMS, like high resolution, accurate mass measurement, wide mass range 
and long trapping times etc. Multi-stage pumping was used to maintain the ultrahigh 
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vacuum at the trapped ion cell. Huang and co-workers?^ proposed an off-axis injection 
method by using a r/-only octopole interface. This method separates ion production 
and detection processes spatially and offers many advantages including the ease and 
flexibility of changing ion sources, such as chemical ionization (CI)?��SIMS^"*"^^ and 
MALDI.77-81 However, transporting ions from an external ion source into high 
magnetic field analyzer cell remains a challenging task, as the increasing field strength 
might lead to magnetic mirror effect in which ions are reflected back. In order to solve 
this problem, Kofel^^ and co-workers accelerated ions to several thousand electron 
volts, focused and decelerated just outside the ICR cell. The acceleration of the ions 
increased the transmission efficiency through the fringing magnetic field. Alternatively, 
long quadrupole rods can also be used as an ion guide into the magnet. The quadrupole 
guide approach gives better collection efficiency with easier alignment. It can convert 
to a mass filter in which only the ions of interest are transmitted to the analyzer cell by 
adjusting the direct current (dc) and�/-potential applied to the quadrupole rods. Both 
MALDI and ESI methods^^" '^' can be coupled to FTICR for the analysis of high 
molecular weight biochemical compounds. 
1.2.4 Coupling of MALDI to FTICR 
Conventionally, a time-of-flight analyzer is coupled with MALDI for mass detection 
because of its simplicity and theoretically unlimited mass range.^^ However, severe 
peak broadening was observed in time-of-flight instruments and the mass resolving 
power was poor. This was largely be attributed to the broad initial kinetic energy 
distributions of the MALDI derived i o n s . Despite the substantial improvement in the 
mass resolution of the time-of-flight instrument by using an ion mirror^^ and delayed 
ion extraction^?, there is a growing interest in coupling MALDI to other types of mass 
analyzers, in particularly FTMS. FTMS is known for its ultrahigh mass resolution 
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among various the mass analyzers. With proper instrumental calibration, excellent mass 
accuracy can be achieved. This is particularly important for predicting elemental 
composition using exact mass measurements. There are two different instrumental 
configurations for MALDI-FTICR experiments, including "in-cell" or "internal 
MALDr�88-90 and "external MALDI". Comparing the internal and external ion sources, 
the latter exhibits the so-called time-of-flight effect. The time-of-flight effect originates 
because the ions generated in the ion source region travel a long distance before 
reaching the trapped-ion cell. The merit of the time-of-flight effect is that ions within a 
particular mass-to-charge window could be selectively transferred to trapped-ion cell 
using appropriate gate time. For survey-type measurement, the effective mass range of 
measurement might however be limited by the presence of time-of-flight effect. 
Therefore, analysis of the unknown samples or complex mixtures might become more 
difficult. Chan and co-workers^^ have evaluated the correlation between the optimal 
flight time and the corresponding mass-to-charge ratio. The correlation equation for the 
ion flight time and the mass-to-charge ratios could be used to facilitate the optimization 
of signals for the MALDI-FTICR experiments. By summing the FTMS mass spectra 
obtained using different gated times, broadband spectra of peptide mixtures could be 
obtained. • 
1.3 Problems encountered by the coupling of MALDI to FTICR-MS 
Ions generated by MALDI were found to inherit high kinetic energies and kinetic 
energy distribution. Initial velocity measurement of desorbed ions were found to have 
average axial velocities of about 750 — 840 ms"^  is regardless of the molecular weight of 
the ions.27 As a consequence, high mass ion should possess larger initial kinetic energy 
than smaller ions. This spread of ion kinetic energy has serious consequences on the 
ion trapping efficiency in typical FTMS measurement. In order to trap the high mass 
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ion, relatively high trapping potential is needed. However, substantial space charge 
effect and undesirable z-ejection during the ion excitation may result. These adverse 
effects could affect the sensitivity and mass resolution. Wilkins and co-workers^ ^" '^^  
introduced a "gated deceleration" protocol to remove the axial kinetic energies of the 
MALDI ions by first retarding the ions and then rapidly dropping the rear trapping 
potential of the trapped-ion cell. MALDI ions of mass-to-charge ratios as high as 
30,000 Da have been trapped in a relatively low trapping voltage ( � 0 . 2 V - 3.0V) by 
using a 7 Tesla FTICR instrument. The sensitivity and the mass resolution were greatly 
enhanced. Nevertheless, the mass resolution for compounds with m/z > 10,000 Da was 
relatively poor. Russell and co-workers^^ modified the 7.0 T MALDI FTICR-MS 
instrument by introducing a potential-biased copper wire ( � = 0 . 0 0 3 inches) at the 
centre of the trapped cell. Analyte molecules as large as 160,000 Da were successftilly 
analyzed. However, the use of relatively high static trapping voltages has substantially 
reduced the spectral resolution. Another approach to extend the analytical mass range 
involves the use of gas-assisted dynamic trapping^^ The ions were first trapped using 
high trapped potential and were collisionally cooled by temporary elevation of the 
pressure of the analyzer region using a short pulse of inert gas. Due presumably to the 
slow removal of the pulsed gas, an extended delay time was needed after collision 
cooling event and prior to ion excitation and detection. Even with reasonable delay time, 
the background residue gas molecules was found to reduce the duration of the free 
induced decay (FID) signal and hence the spectral resolution. An alternative collision 
cooling scheme was recently proposed by Baykut and c o - w o r k e r . A hexapole ion 
guide installed near the MALDI sample plate was used to temporarily trap and cool the 
MALDI desorbed ions. By using this protocol, a large percentage of ions could be 
captured and accumulated. Molecules with masses up to 5.7 kDa (bovine insulin) were 
analyzed at picomole level with a resolving power up to 500,000. Because of the 
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increasing popularity of these multipole ion guides as temporary ion trapping devices, 
the strengths and weaknesses of such devices deserve a more throughout investigation. 
1.4 Outline of present work 
This project aims to perform a theoretical study on some critical experimental 
parameters that affect the performance of a hexapole ion guide for use as a temporary 
trap in pre-cooling the MALDI derived ions. Various forms of hexapole-based 
interfaces were studied using ion optics simulation. These interfaces differ effectively 
from each other in terms of the ways in which cooling buffer gas is introduced and 
include (a) pulse-gas interface, (b) medium pressure interface, and (c) differential 
pressure interface. Through the evaluation of the ion trapping efficiencies under 
different optimal operation conditions, better MALDI ion source interface might be 
developed and implemented for use in our FTMS system. The thesis is divided into five 
chapters. Chapter one gives an overview of the recent development of MALDI-FTICR. 
Chapter two covers the fundamental theory of the simulation program and also the 
simulation method and conditions. Chapter three focuses on the study of different 
experimental parameters on the performance of a �/-only hexapole as a pre-cooling ion 
trap under pulse-gas conditions. The effect of various forms of hexapole-based 
interfaces is evaluated in chapter four. Finally, an overview of the results obtained in 
this thesis is given in chapter five. 
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CHAPTER 2 
2.1 Overview of the ion optics simulation 
The motion of an ion in a quadrupole ion trap was first computed by Dawson and 
Whetten99 in 1968 using direct integration of the Mathieu equation. Although direct 
integration of the equation gave a highly accurate result, this method was very 
time-consuming and considered only one ion at a time. With the advances in computer 
technology, the time required for the ion motion simulation is greatly reduced by using 
higher order Runge-Kutta algorithms method to solve the higher order differential 
equation. At present, there are three commonly used programs for the ion trajectories 
simulation. The Ion Trajectory Simulation (ITSIM) developed by Cooks and 
co-workersioi uses an improved Euler method to calculate the ion trajectories as 
numerical solutions to the Mathieu differential equation. The Integrated System for Ion 
Simulation (ISIS) developed by March and co-workers^^^ is a suite of computer 
programs to simulate the ion motion. Direct integration of Mathieu equation is 
employed to calculate the collision-free and irradiation-free trajectories. Together with 
the Simulation Program for Quadrupolar Resonance (SPQR) and Field Interpolation 
Method (FIM), quadrupolar excitation and mode of excitation could be varied. 
SIMION is an ion and electron optics simulation package and was first written 
McGilveryi03 in 1973 aimed at the design of electrostatic lens systems. Dahl^ ®^ 
modified the original program to allow computations of ion trajectories under the 
simultaneous influence of an electrostatic potential, magnetic field and space charge 
repulsion effects. March and co-workers^^^ have made a detailed comparison of these 
simulation programs and concluded that SIMION is the program of choice for the 
simulation of ion trajectories in hybrid instruments and in custom-designed assemblies 
of electrodes. In addition, SIMION provides a software platform for the user to develop 
specialized electrode designs and to write algorithms (user programs) to perform 
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specific tasks, such as voltage ramping and ion-neutral collisions. SIMION has become 
a widely used simulation program to study ion optics problems. It has been used to 
simulate many different devices including time-of-flight mass spectrometers^^^, 
quadrupole ion traps^^^, ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer^^^ and quadrupole 
mass filtersio8. 
2.2 History of the SIMION Program 
The first version of SIMION was written by Don McGilvery as his undergraduate 
research project in Australia in 1973^ ®^ The aim of his project was to design a double 
quadrupole mass spectrometer for isotope ratio measurements. In order to reveal any 
possible ion optical problems associated with the ion transmission, the first version of 
SIMION was written to simulate the motion of ion in a hypothetical instrument. 
SIMION was originally developed using FORTRAN and was run in a Digital 
Equipment Corporation (DEC) Program Data Processor (PDP) 11-20. Hank McCowan 
of Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) added some new features to SIMION, 
including ion trajectories mirroring and ion trajectories correction of quadratic field 
near-axis cylindrical symmetry. In 1983，Jim Delmore of Idaho National Engineering 
and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL) transferred SIMION from the DEC PDP 
computing platform to DEC Virtual Address extension (VAX) platform. The new 
computer platform has faster computation speed and thus allowing the use of larger 
potential array. For instance, VAX required only a few minutes to refine a potential 
array of 20000 points, whereas PDP-11 required 3 - 4 hours to refine an array of 4000 
points. In 1985, D.A. Dahl of Idaho National Engineering and Environmental 
Laboratory (INEEL) transferred SIMION again from the DEC VAX workstation to an 
IBM Advanced Technology (AT) personal computer. In comparison with the DEC VAX 
workstation, the IBM AT personal computer was much cheaper with higher 
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accessibility of the CPU time. A major drawback of IBM AT computer was the 
computational performance of the CPU. As the potential array refinement involved 
large numbers of addition, division or multiplication of floating points data, the refining 
procedure was very slow. To improve the computational efficiency, Dahl introduced an 
over-relaxation algorithm^ by multiplying the point's change in potential from one 
iteration to the next by a factor between 1 (no over-relaxation) and 2 (unstable 
over-relaxation) to speed up the refine process. An over-relaxation factor of 
approximately 1.9 ([1*(1.0+0.9)] as used in SIMION)ni was found to suit most 
boundary value problems. A further improvement in the refining process involved the 
use of self-adjusting over-relaxation algorithm. This approach made use of an 
exponentially weighted historical memory factor that automatically varied the 
over-relaxation value. This method can effectively minimize the number of iterations 
required for complete potential array refinement. To minimize the time for ion 
trajectory calculation, an algorithm was also developed to automatically vary the 
time-step of simulation. This modification was found to provide good ion trajectory 
solution convergence while minimizing CPU time. Dahl also implemented a new 
interactive graphics interface to SIMION using the IBM Professional Graphics Systems 
CGI interface software. This allowed interactive definition and modification of the 
electrode geometry; and direct viewing and printing of the trajectory images. This first 
SIMION PC version was introduced in 1986 and was called SIMION AT version 2.0. 
SIMION AT 2.0 aroused much attention in the 3 4 � ASMS Conference in Cincinnati. 
Since then, many new features have been incorporated in SIMION to improve the 
accuracy and efficiency of simulation. These important features include (1) the use of 
the finite difference technique with self-adjusting over relaxation to solve the Laplace's 
equation for the potential of the nonelectrode points; (2) fast voltage adjustment method 
to allow the user to adjust electrode voltage in seconds; (3) adaptation of the fourth 
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order Runge-Kutta method^ to provide higher accuracy of numerical integration of the 
ion trajectory in three dimensional space; (4) the use of a binary boundary approach and 
field curvature detection to improve the accuracy of simulation and to minimize the 
number of integration steps; (5) the use of a skipped point refining approach to speed up 
the refining process; (6) implementation of user program^^ capability to allow more 
flexibility in the ion trajectory simulations; (7) inclusion of charge repulsion algorithms 
for interactively estimating the onset of charge repulsion effects; and (8) the adaptation 
of a geometry definition language for the development of complex geometry definition. 
At present, SIMION is in version 6.0 and is a 32 bit extended memory MSDOS 
programio^ executable in both Windows 95 and NT. 
2.3 Basics and theory of SIMION version 6.0 
SIMION version is running in a DOS environment and is driven by a graphical 
user interface (GUI). SIMION makes use of potential arrays that define the geometry 
and potentials of electrodes and magnetic poles. The potential array is an array of 
points forming equally-spaced square (2D) or cubic (3D) grids. Equally-spaced means 
that all points are of equal distance from their nearest neighbor points. The potential 
array can be electrostatic or magnetic but not both simultaneously. To accomplish 
superimposition of electrostatic and magnetic field, electrostatic and magnetic arrays 
can be overlapped in the workbench. A simple electrode can be developed by using 
"modify" function. Complex geometries can be created by using geometry definition 
language. The potential of non-electrode array positions are determined by solving the 
Laplace equation by finite difference methods. The electrostatic potential (Volts) at any 
point within an electrostatic lens can be found solving the Laplace equation with the 
electrodes acting as boundary conditions. The Laplace equation assumes no space 
charge effects. The Laplace Equation is as follow: 
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DEL2 V � DEL. DEL V � 0 (2.1) 
DEL V � � d V / dx)i + (dV / dy)j � ( d V / dz)k = E (2.2) 
DEL2 V = DEL. E = dEx / dx + dEy / dy + dEz / dz = 0 (2.3) 
The Laplace equation assumes that all electrostatic fields conform to a zero charge 
volume density (i.e. no space charge). Refined arrays can then be projected as 3D 
virtual images on an ion-optical workbench. Ions can be created at any point within the 
workbench; and their trajectories are governed by the fields of the potential array within 
the workbench. Finite difference techniques with self-adjusting over-relaxation are 
used to solve Laplace equation for the nonelectrode points. The relaxation method uses 
nearest neighbor points to obtain new potential estimates. In a 2-dimensional 
electrostatic field represented by a very fine mesh of points, the Laplace equation is 
satisfied when the electrostatic potential of any point is estimated as the average of its 
four nearest neighbor points: 
V � � V I + V2 + V3 + V4) / 4 (2.4) 
SIMION uses the nearest four points for 2D and nearest six points for 3D simulation. 
Each cycle of estimation is called an iteration. Another iteration is performed until the 
sum of changes of all potential arrays is smaller than a pre-defined value. 
Over-relaxation is used to speed up the large number of iterations; and dynamically 
self-adjustment is used to find the optimal over-relaxation factor. A skipped point 
refining technique is employed to speed up the refining process. This approach refines 
the smallest array first and estimates the values of intermediate points. The array 
density is then doubled before another cycle of refinement. The process continues until 
no points are being skipped (the final refine). Once the potential array is refined, the 
potentials of all electrodes can then be substituted by user desired voltages. With the 
fast voltage adjustment method, the potential of all non-electrode points can be scaled 
to the theoretical values. The ion trajectory calculation is computed using three 
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interdependent forces, i.e. electrostatic, magnetic and space charge repulsion (if active). 
At the current ion position and velocity, these forces are used to compute the ion 
acceleration and predict the position and velocity of the ion at the next time step by 
numerical integration. Procedures used for solving the fourth-order Runge-Kutta 
algorithm are adopted in the numerical integration. This approach provides good 
accuracy and allows the use of continuously self-adjusting time-steps. The 
self-adjusting time-step of integration is based on a coefficient of variation (CV) of the 
Runge-Kutta acceleration terms for the current time step. If the CV of acceleration 
term exceeds a user specified value, the time-step is halved. The smallest time-step in 
SIMION is 0.0001 by default. A trajectories computational quality panel allows the 
user to control how the trajectories are calculated. Higher trajectory accuracy can be 
obtained by using higher quality level at the expense of time. 
SIMION 6.0 incorporates a very powerful feature called the user program. This feature 
allows user to model their desired conditions. The user program is an ASCII file that 
contains one or more segments written in an HP calculator based on RPN language and 
incorporated into the ion flying process to monitor and control certain parameters, such 
as ion initial conditions, fast adjustable potential, integration time-step, ion acceleration 
and others. SIMION automatically calls each program segment at a pre-defined or 
appropriate time. Any trajectories information can be recorded in a user-designated 
format at each time-step or user-defined time duration. 
2.4 Simulation method 
In the present study, SIMION 3D (version 6.0) was installed on a Pentium-based 
personal computer with 512Mb random access memory and Microsoft Windows XP as 
the operating system. The physical dimension of the simulated model was based on the 
actual hexapole ion guide installed in the FTMS (Bmker Daltonic Inc.). The hexapole 
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consisted of six cylindrical rods. Each rod was 62 mm long and had a radius ofO.55 mm. 
The field radius was 1.14 mm. Sample plate and extraction plate (or trapping plate) 
were mounted separately at two ends of the hexapole ion guide. A static trapping 
potential of 10 V was applied to both plates. 
2.4.1 Creating potential array 
The potential array used to model the hexapole ion guide and trapping plates was 
created by a geometry file. The geometry file is an ASCII file with .GEM extension 
that contains a series of instructions. The 3D model was built on an array size of 91 gu 
(x) X 91 gu (y) X 681 gu (z) with a scaling factor ofO.lmm/gu, where gu refers to the 
grid unit. Figure 2.1 shows the 3D representation of hexapole ion guide with the 
trapping plates using SIMION 6.0. The entire potential array was then refined under the 
conditions of 20,000 iteration limits and 0.90 for maximum over-relaxation. A static 
trapping voltage of 10 V was then applied to the trapping plate using the fast adjusting 
control menu. The program script is shown in appendix A. Dynamic parameters used 
in the simulation, such as the rf voltages, pressure pulse and collision events, were 
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2.4.2 User program 
A user program was written to generate the desired r/voltage and collision model. A 
fast-adjust program segment was written to generate the radiofrequency potential (Vo): 
(2.5) 
where Vo.p is the zero-to-peak rf voltage, w is the r/frequency in radians/microsecond 
and t is the flight time in microseconds. The rods were coupled so that there is a phase 
difference of n radians between the K applied to two pairs of opposite electrodes. 
According to Langevin theory^ the collision cross section ( ) for an ion was given 
by the equation 2.6: 
Ans^v ju 
where s�is the permittivity of free space, jn is the reduced mass, a它 is the electric 
polarizability of the gas target, v is the relative velocity. The probability of collision 
per unit of time (P) can be represented as in equation 2.7: 
P = (2.7) 
where n is the number density of collision-gas atoms. Combining equation 2.6 and 2.7: 
尸 々 � x ( 尝 ） （2.8) 
where p(t) is system pressure, K is Boltzmann's constant and T is temperature in Kevin. 
The collision p r o b a b i l i t y ^ was then computed by: 
广 ( 2 . 9 ) 
where d is the product of the ion time-step and the ion velocity and/ is the mean free 
path (/): 
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KT 
/ = (2.10) 
where d is the diameter of the buffer gas. A random number 0—1 was generated at each 
time step and compared with the collision probability. A collision was said to occur 
when the probability of collision is greater than the random number. 
A three-dimensional collision model based of conservation of momentum was 
incorporated in the user program. It was assumed that all molecules behave like hard 
spheres. In each collision, momentum transfer takes place at the center of mass 
positions of the two colliding parties. In the present simulation, carbon dioxide (CO2) 
was chosen as the buffer gas because of its high condensation temperature (i.e. 194.5 K) 
which is in favor of cryogenic adsorption. The neutral gas (CO2) was given a velocity 
(V办)based on equation 2.11 according to the Maxwell distribution^^'': 
l2KT 
n = J—— (2.11) 
V 
where K is the Boltzmann's constant, T is temperature in Kevin and mz is molar mass of 
neutral gas. Randomly chosen elevation and azimuth angles were applied in order to 
resolve the velocity of the buffer gas in x-, y-, and z-direction (i.e. vtx, vty and v^ )^. For 
collision to occur, two conditions must be fiilfilled. The first one was that the collision 
probability must be greater than the random number generated. The other one was that 
the velocity of buffer gas in either x, y and z direction must be greater than that of the 
molecular ion. Three-dimension momentum transfers were said to occur along x, y and 
2-axis if above conditions are satisfied. The resulting velocities along x, y and z axis 
were calculated as in equation 2.12-2.14: 
( � � \ ) - ) + � � ) ^ 
、（：= 琴 》 (2.12) 
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_ (V丨y ) - ) + (2州琴rV,，) ,…、 
、（广 � � ) (2.13) 
、 … ^；^：：^) (2.14) 
The resulting velocities at x, y and z were used to compute the final velocity of the ion. 
2.4.3 Ion definition parameters 
Several ion definition parameters were defined before the start of the simulation. 
Figure 2.2 shows the ion definition screen in which it allows the user to define the ion's 
mass, charge, starting location, direction, time of birth (TOB), and initial kinetic energy. 
The ion mass was defined in atomic mass unit (a.m.u.) and the elementary charge was 
positive one. The starting position of the ion was 0.05 mm offset form the x and y—axis 
and the ion's angle was projected along the z-axis. The starting kinetic energy of the 
ion was calculated based on the experimental value of initial desorption velocities of 
MALDI derived ions. Beavis? has shown that the average desorption velocities of 
positive MALDI derived ions were approximately 750ms'\ Therefore, the initial 
desorption kinetic energy is proportional to the mass of the ions and was calculated as 
follows: 
1 2 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Chapter Two : Simulation Method 
2.4.4 Trajectories quality panel 
In order to obtain accurate and representative ion trajectory simulation under the 
condition of a rapid changing potential, the simulation level must be carefiilly selected. 
SIMION uses a trajectory computational quality panel^ ^^  to control the simulation 
accuracy. A higher quality number (Q) can improve the accuracy of simulation at the 
expense of simulation time. To select appropriate quality number for the simulation, 
the trajectory of a 1000 m/z ion across a collision-free r/-only quadrupole ion guide was 
computed using different quality numbers. The zero-to-peak voltage was fixed at 250 V; 
and the angular frequency was held at 6 MHz. Figure 2.3 shows a plot of the radial 
displacement of the ion versus the axial displacement along the quadrupole ion guide 
using (a) Q = 1; (b) Q = 2; and (c) Q = 3. The trajectory of the ion simulated using Q = 
10 was used as a reference and was superimposed in Figure 2.3(a-c). It is clear that 
different quality numbers produce different ion trajectories. The ion trajectory 
produced using Q = 1 differs significantly from that generated with Q = 10 (see Figure 
2.3a). As the Q-value increases, the ion trajectory approaches that ofQ = 10. Assuming 
that the ion trajectory obtained using Q= 10 represents the true trajectory, it is possible 
to compute the residual error of trajectories obtained using the other quality numbers. 
Figure 2.4 shows the cumulative root-mean-square (rms) error of trajectories obtained 
with Q = 1, 2,3 and 6. It is found that the cumulative rms error decreases exponentially 
as the Q number increases. However, it was noted that the time required to complete the 
simulation also increased exponentially with the Q-value. To get a compromise 
between the accuracy of the ion simulation and the time for the simulation, Q was fixed 
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2.4.5 Data recording 
To evaluate the performance of collision cooling in the r/-only hexapole ion guide, the 
trapping efficiency in term of the percentage of ions surviving after 0.1 second trapping 
time was determined. A trapping duration of 0.1 second and sampling frequency of 0.5 
microseconds were found to provide a good compromise between the simulation time, 
file size and processing time. In each sampling, the coordinates and velocity vectors of 
the ion were recorded. This information allowed analysis and reconstruction of the 
trajectory and kinetic energy profile of the ion. In order to obtain representative results, 
a single ion was monitored in each simulation study and ten replicates were recorded. 
Three independent trials were simulated to generate relevant statistics. 
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CHAPTER 3 
3,1 Introduction 
A conventional approach to perform MALDI experiment in FTMS involves direct 
insertion of the sample stage into the vicinity of the trapped ion celf^"^^. Laser 
desorption and ionization of sample occur inside the superconducting magnet. Using 
this configuration, several groups have successfully analyzed molecules with masses 
up to a few thousand Daltons. A significant disadvantage of this instrumental 
configuration is the direct conversion of the initial kinetic energy of the desorbed ions 
into the axial energy of the trapped ions. High trapping potential is therefore needed to 
effectively trap the analyte ions^ '^l Because of the mass-dependent axial initial 
desorption kinetic energy of the ions, molecular ions of masses higher than 10,000 
Daltons cannot be effectively trapped even at trapping potentials of 9.0 V with a 7.0 
Tesla instrument. In addition, high trapping potentials lead to severe space-charge 
effects^^^ which might perturb ion motion and reduce the length of the free-induced 
decay (FID) signal. Ultimately, a high-resolution spectrum cannot be obtained. Castro 
and co-workers93-94 used a carefully timed deceleration and trapping method to 
minimize the axial translation energy of the MALDI ions. The trapping potentials were 
ramped down to less than 1.0 volt prior to radiofrequency excitation and detection. 
Alternatively, Marshall and co-workers^? have applied azimuthal quadrupolar 
excitation / collisional cooling technique to reduce the kinetic energies of MALDI ions 
and have shown to lengthen the FID signal up to tens of seconds. Russell and 
co-workersii8 used a wire-guided cylindrical trap system and successfully trapped and 
observed the dimeric ions of transferrin of mass roughly 150,000 Daltons. 
An alternative approach is to perform MALDI external to the superconducting magnet, 
i.e. using an external ion source. Ions are injected through the fringing field of the 
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magnet into the FTMS trapped ion Using this configuration, McLver and 
co-workers^^ have reported high-resolution mass spectra of bovine insulin (FWHH > 
90,000). To minimize the effect of axial kinetic energy, the desorbed ions were cooled 
by collisions with argon gas during the ion trapping event and by gating the trapping 
potentials. More recent studies have been shown that the intrinsic kinetic energy of the 
MALDI ions could also be effectively minimized by collision cooling in a multipole 
ion guide. Using this method, MALDI ions derived from different laser shots could be 
accumulated and pre-cooled externally in a multipole ion guide before being 
transferred to the trapped ion cell. Apart from removing the axial desorption energy, 
the pre-cooled ions were found to have reduced tendency to undergo metastable 
dissodationiis Biomolecules with labile functional groups, such as sialic acid in acidic 
glycoproteins, could be transformed into intact gaseous ions under these experimental 
conditions. Because of the increasing popularity of these ion guides as temporary ion 
trapping devices, the strength and weakness of such devices deserve a more throughout 
investigation. To the best of our knowledge, no report has been published on the ion 
trapping properties of these multipole ion guides even though a number of simulation 
studies have been conducted on their ion focusing properties. In this chapter, the ion 
trapping efficiency of hexapole ion guide for MALDI derived ions under pulse gas 
conditions was investigated. The optimal operation conditions are evaluated and used 
to develop a better MALDI ion source interface for the FTMS system. 
3.2 Simulation conditions 
The pulse gas conditions in the hexapole were modeled using the basic pump down 
equation of the vacuum system. Assuming the pressure rise is instantaneous upon the 
opening of the pulse valve, the pressure in the hexapole decreases exponentially with 
timei2i according to the equation 3.1: 
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Pit) = {p,-警)• e x p ( - � )今 (3.1) 
where p(t) is system pressure at time t,po is pressure raised by buffer gas (mbar), is 
gas flow into the system (mbar L/ jus), S is the pumping rate of cryogenic pump and Kis 
the volume of the chamber (L). The pressure was calculated at each time-step and was 
then used to calculate the collision probability per unit of time (P) and mean free path (J) 
using equations 2.8 and 2.10, respectively. A collision was said to occur when the 
probability of collision (see equation 2.9) is greater than a random number (0 - 1). The 
final velocity vector of the ion was then computed based on the principle of 
conservation of momentum (see equations 2.12 - 2.14). The effect of various 
experimental parameters, including ^/-frequency, r�voltage，pulse-gas pressure and 
trapping plate potential, on the ion trapping efficiency of the hexapole ion guide were 
evaluated systematically. All simulations were preformed using a simulation quality 
number of 3. Unless otherwise specified, the simulation was performed with no 
consideration of the space charge effect. 
3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
There are several distinctive features associated with the use of a hexapole as an ion 
trapping device under pulse-gas conditions. First, the stability regions for higher-order 
multipoles (including hexapole) were not as well-defined as that of the 
quadrupolei22-i23 The ion transmission efficiency of a hexapole depends not only the 
Mathieu stability parameter q, but also on the velocity and position of the incoming ions. 
A larger region of stability could be obtained if the ions entered the hexapole within 
10% of the ro from the ion optical axis and possess low radial velocity component. 
From the experimental point of view, the target plate should always be aligned in such a 
way that the initial desorption position of the ion was close to the optical axis of the 
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hexapole. Therefore, in the present simulation, the position of the desorbed ions was 
chosen to be 0.05 mm away from the optical axis at both x- and y-direction. Second, the 
stability of an ion within a hexapole trap depends not only on the stable trajectory 
within the hexapole, but also on its trajectory behavior during the reflection under the 
influence of repelling potentials at the trapping plates. Third, the ion motion of the 
trapped ion is considerably more complex than that of simple r/-only multipole 
high-pass filters. It is governed by the field potential generated by solving the Laplace 
equation� and is constantly modified by momentum transfer through collisions with 
buffer gas under low vacuum conditions. Fourth, the build-up of ion density in the 
hexapole trap will certainly have an adverse effect on the stability of the trapped ions 
through space-charge destabilization. It is therefore very difficult, if not impossible，to 
obtain an analytical solution for the ion trapping efficiency of a hexapole trap. In the 
present study, experimental parameters that influence ion-trapping efficiency of a 
hexapole were systematically evaluated. These factors include //-frequency (co), 
if-voltage {Vo-p), pulse-gas pressure {po), trapping potential {Vj) and space-charge 
effect. 
3.3.1 ^/-frequency (©) 
Figure 3.1 shows the percentage of survival of ions of different m/z ratios after 0.1 s 
trapping using a hexapole at �/-frequency of (a) 6.0 MHz, (b) 3.0 MHz, (c) 1.0 MHz, 
and (d) 0.5 MHz . K-p, Vj and po were fixed at 125 V, 10 V and 5.7 x 10"^  mbar, 
respectively. No space charge effect was included. The low-mass cufoff(LMCO) value 
(see Appendix I for detailed explanation) for each //-frequency simulation is also 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Chapter Three : Optimization of //-only hexapole under pulse gas condition 
strongly influenced by the initial simulation conditions, the LMCO values were not 
computed from Mathieu equation but were determined experimentally using 
collision-free conditions without any influence of trapping potential. Theoretically, any 
ions with m/z greater than the LMCO should have stable trajectories in an r/-only 
multipole filter. From Figure 3.1(a)-(d), it is clear that the r/-only hexapole could trap 
ions of only a certain mass range. This effective mass range of ion trapping depends 
strongly on the frequency of the r/-voltage. In all cases, the reference LMCO values 
constitute the lowest m/z limits for ion trapping. Ions with m/z approaching these limits 
were found to have reduced trapping efficiency. From Figure 3.1(a)-1(d), it could be 
seen that high //-frequency reduces the ion trapping efficiency of high-mass ions. By 
lowering the frequency of the r/-voltage, the upper mass limit of the hexapole can be 
extended to m/z 7,000 - 8,000 with a concomitant increase of the LMCO. At very low 
"/-frequency (i.e. 0.5 MHz), the LMCO becomes very high, and no ion could be 
effectively trapped. The occurrence of high-mass cutoff (HMCO) in hexapole ion trap 
is interesting. A possible origin of the HMCO is related to the initial desorption kinetic 
energy of the MALDI ions. Ions with axial kinetic energy greater than the trapping 
potential would not be trapped. Under the pulse-gas conditions (i.e. a maximum pulse 
gas pressure of 5.7 x 10"^  mbar CO2) and trapping potential (i.e. 10 V) employed, the 
highest m/z ions that could be trapped axially was actually very close to the observed 
upper mass limits using 1 or 3 MHz r/-voltage，i.e. around 7,000 - 8,000 Da.. However, 
the HMCO imposed from this argument should not be sensitive to the r/-frequency and 
should depend only on the initial desorption kinetic energy of the ions and the pulse-gas 
pressure. As the frequency of the //-voltage increases from 1 MHz to 6 MHz, there is a 
progressive reduction of HMCO. It implies that high�/-frequency is detrimental to the 
trapping of high-mass ions. Close inspection of individual trajectory simulation at high 
r/frequency reveals that many high-mass ions strike the hexapole rods soon after 
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reflecting from the trapping electrode. Due presumably to the oscillating property of the 
trapped ions in the hexapole, ions entering the interfacial region between the hexapole 
and the trapping plates are normally displaced substantially from the ion-optical axis 
with large radial velocity component. Ions reflected electrostatically under these 
conditions are likely to be far away from the ion optical axis with substantial radial 
velocity component. The trapping efficiency of a hexapole ion trap relies therefore 
largely on its ability to bring these difiuse ions back to the proper tracks of oscillation. It 
is well-known that the focusing ability of a rf-on\y hexapole depends on the response 
time of the ions. Higher frequency �/-voltage requires faster ion response time than 
lower frequency rf- voltage. However, the response time of an ion on a rapid changing 
electric field depends solely on the moment of inertia (or mass) of the ion. This implies 
that high mass ions have longer response time than low-mass ions. It becomes clear that 
high-mass ions (m/z 4000 - 8000) might respond too slowly to the rapid change in 
electric field induced by a 6 MHz r/-voltage and hit the hexapole electrodes after 
reflection from the trapping plates. In case of very low r/-frequency (i.e. 0.5 MHz), the 
LMCO becomes very close to the HMCO imposed by the axial kinetic energy cooling. 
No ions could be effectively trapped for the predefined period of time, i.e. 0.1 s (see 
Figure 3.1(d)). Based on the simulation results，moderate r/-frequency (3 MHz) should 
be used as it imposes the broadest mass range with acceptable trapping efficiency. 
3,3,2 rf-voUage (V”) 
Figure 3.2 shows the percentage of survival for ions of different m/z after 0.1 s trapping 
using a hexapole trap at Vo-p of 62.5 V, 125 V and 250 V. o), Vj andpo were fixed at 3 
MHz, 10 V and 5.7 x 10'^  mbar, respectively. No space charge effect was included. 
There are several interesting observations associated with the Figure 3.2. A hexapole 
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operated at low //-voltage (i.e. 62.5 V) was found to have good trapping efficiency at 
low-mass (< m/z 2000). The trapping efficiency decreases rapidly as the m/z of the ions 
increases. No ions with m/z > 4000 could be trapped. Increase the r/-voltage to 125 V 
improves the high-mass trapping with some reduction in the low mass trapping 
efficiency. Increasing the r/-voltage further has only little improvement on the trapping 
of high-mass ions. The general trapping efficiency across most of the accessible 
mass-range is however reduced. The impact of r/-voltage on the ion trapping may be 
attributed into two effects. First, r/-voltage affects the average magnitude of the radial 
displacement of the trapped ions i24. Low //-voltage causes ions to oscillate with small 
radial displacement and hence reducing the chance of ion quenching by colliding with 
the hexapole rods. However, low r/-voltage also has low focusing power. Ions entering 
the hexapole field with small initial radial displacement and angular velocity could still 
be trapped efficiently. However, ions in a hexapole trap would leave the hexapole field 
and enter the interfacial region between the hexapole rods and the trapping plates where 
they would be reflected back to the hexapole. The re-entry radial position and angular 
velocity of the ions could be quite substantial. High focusing power is required to 
sustain their trapping. In addition, the influence of //-voltage on the ion focusing 
depends also on inertia of the ion and hence the mass of the ion. High-mass ions have 
higher moment of inertia and require higher r/-power (or //-voltage) for re-focusing 
than the low-mass ions. As mentioned earlier, high //-voltage would however induce 
ions to oscillate with larger radial displacement and hence reduce the trapping 
efficiency across the mass range. To get a compromise between the trapping efficiency 




























































































































































































































Chapter Three : Optimization of //-only hexapole under pulse gas condition 
3,3,3 Pulse gas pressure (po) 
In an r/-only hexapole ion trap, collisional cooling plays a central role for removing the 
initial desorption kinetic energies of the MALDI ions and thus improving the efficiency 
of ion transfer from the external ion source to the trapped-ion cell of the FTMS system. 
Since the occurrence of a collision is based on the collision probability, which in turn is 
determined by the molecular mean free path (m.f.p.), the higher the pressure rise，the 
shorter is the m.f.p. and thereby the higher is the possibility for an ion to collide with the 
buffer gas. Figure 3.3 shows the percentage of survival for ions of different m/z after 
0.1 s trapping using a hexapole trap at three different pulse gas conditions, i.e. po was 
set to 2.85 X 10'^ 5.70 x 10"^  and 11.4 x 10'^  mbar. These pressures correspond to a 
m.f.p. of 2.0 mm, 1.0 mm and 0.5 mm, respectively. Vo.p, and Kjwere fixed at 125 V， 
3 MHz and 10 V，respectively. It is clear that the accessible mass range of the r/-only 
hexapole trapis proportional to the pulse gas pressure. Low pulse pressure，i.e. 2.85 x 
10.2 mbar, resulted in very limited mass range up to m/z 3000-4000. It is perhaps 
important to stress that the relatively low trapping efficiency revealed at the low-mass 
region is primarily caused by the frequency of the r/-voltage rather than the pulse gas 
pressure. Increasing the pulse gas pressure improves the trapping efficiency of 
high-mass ions due presumably to the effectively removal of the initial desorption 
kinetic energy through multiple collisions with the buffer gas molecules, i.e. CO2. With 
relatively high pulse gas pressure of 11.4 x 10" mbar, ions of m/z up to 15,000 could be 
trapped. It is also worthwhile to point out that collision-cooling processes occur not 
only in the axial direction but also in the radial direction. At high-pressure conditions, 
ions trapped in the hexapole have smaller amplitude of radial oscillation and thus lower 
chance of hitting the hexapole rods. This explaines the 100% trapping efficiency for 












































































































































































































































































































Chapter Three : Optimization of //-only hexapole under pulse gas condition 
under high-pressure pulse conditions. In summary, high pulse pressure should be used 
to maximize both ion trapping efficiency and accessible mass range. 
3,3,4 Trapping potential (Vj) 
To convert an r/-only hexapole ion guide into a temporary ion-trapping device, 
repulsive potentials are needed at both ends of the hexapole to confine the ions within 
the device. Atypical arrangement involves the use of a pair of trapping plates to which 
the repulsive trapping potentials are applied. In the present simulation, one of the 
trapping plates serves as the sample holding plate. Therefore the voltage applied to this 
plate also serves as acceleration potential for the MALDI desorbed ions. To simplify the 
computation model, a symmetric potential was applied to both trapping plates. Figure 
3.4 shows the percentage of survival for ions of different m/z after 0.1 s trapping using a 
hexapole trap at three different trapping plate potentials, i.e. VT was set to 1.0 V, 10.0 V 
and 20.0 V. Vo.p, andp�were fixed at 125 V, 3 MHz and 11.4 x 10"^  mbar, respectively. 
It is interesting to find that the trapping efficiency of light ions (�1000-6000 Da) was 
not greatly affected by trapping voltages. However, different trapping voltages gave 
rise to substantial differences in trapping efficiency for high-mass ions (> 7,000 a.m.u.). 
Among the three voltages tested, the medium trapping potential, i.e. 10 V, was found to 
give the best trapping efficiency for high-mass ions and also the widest accessible mass 
range. Ions of m/z up to 15,000 could be temporary trapped under these conditions. 
Lower (down to 1 V) or higher (up to 20 V) trapping potentials resulted in truncation of 
the accessible mass range on the high m/z side. 
To explain this phenomenon, the kinetic energy profile of an ion {m/z 9,000) under 
different trapping potentials was studied. Figure 3.5 shows a plot of the kinetic energy 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Chapter Three ; Optimization of //-only hexapole under pulse gas condition 
potentials, i.e. 1 V，10 V and 20 V, were tested successively. For an ion of m/z 9000, 
the initial desorption K.E. was estimated to be 26.26 eV. Immediately after formation, 
the ion was accelerated; and the potential energy was converted into kinetic energy. 
Therefore, the maximum energy for the ion were 46.26 eV, 36.26 eV and 27.26 eV. As 
shown in Figure 3.5, the rate of kinetic energy removed is faster for the ion with 
higher kinetic energy. From conservation of momentum, the higher the kinetic energy, 
the greater is the difference between the kinetic energy of ion and buffer gas, the 
greater will be the momentum transfer. Therefore, if the ions experience 160 collision 
when they move in the interfacial region, only the ions trapped by 10 V and 20 V can 
be reflected by the potential. The ionswhose trapped by 1 V are moved out the 
trapping plate. As a result, the maximum mass range for 1 V trapping is around 9000 
Da. High trapping potential should be able to trap higher mass than moderate 
potential due to greater momentum transfer. However, this is not the case. Results 
showed that only ions up to 12000 could be trapped by 20 V,because the high potential 
affects the ion stability at the point of reflection. The high voltage applied on the 
trapping plate creates a strong field penetration at both end of hexapole. When the 
high mass ion arrives at the interfacial region with a large radial position, it 
experiences a strong opposing field and the ion re-enters the hexapole with a large 
angle and radial velocity. As a result, a large number of high mass ions hit the 
hexapole at the point of reflection. Therefore, the maximum mass range for 20 V is no 
longer limited by excess axial kinetic energy but is due to the strong field penetration. 
Based on the results, medium-trapping voltage should be employed as the moderate 
dc potential can lead to a higher rate of momentum transfer with less effect of field 
penetration. 
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3,3.5 Effect of space charge 
In SIMION, the electrostatic field potential at any point within an electrostatic lens 
can be found by solving Laplace's equation. The Laplace equation is satisfied only 
with no space charge effects. When the density of ions becomes high enough, the 
charge cloud will significantly distort the equipotential lines. Under these conditions, 
Poisson's equation should be used instead of Laplace's to estimate the potential fields. 
However, SIMION does not support Poisson style space-charge calculation. It 
performs the space charge estimation by determining the forces between the ion of 
interest and the other ions in the group. These forces are then scaled by a 
charge-scaling factor and accelerations are obtained to mimic the space charge effect. 
Unfortunately, the onset of space charge estimation must be calculated for a group of 
ions. There is no effect on a single ion trajectory simulation. In the present study, a 
user-defined space charge approximation was written to the algorithm. The program 
script is shown in the appendix C. The space charge effect was approximated in the 
model based on the numerical integration of Coulombic repulsion. Szabo and 
CO-workers^ ^^  showed that the shape of the ion beam in a hexapole is almost 
cylindrical. Therefore, the charge distribution along the ion-trapping device was 
simulated on the basis of a cylindrical ion cloud. Although the exact form of charge 
distribution is not known, it is expected that ion density decreases progressively from 
the center of the ion guide and should be approximately zero at a distance r� . In this 
study, the ion density along the radial distance from the ion optical axis was assumed 
to vary in the form of a normal distribution^^^ and was governed by the following 
equation: 
蜂 (3.2) 
where Q is the amount of charge at particular position of the hexapole, x is the 
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particular position of the ion, fj, is the origin (center of the hexapole) and (J is the 
standard deviation. For numerical integration, the inscribed circle of the hexapole 
was divided into many meshes and the distance between neighboring mesh points was 
fixed at 22.8 jum. The charge distribution at particular mesh point was calculated 
based on equation 3.2. To estimate the Coulombic repulsion force, it was assumed 
that the ion of interest is located at one of the mesh point and is carrying an elementary 
charge of 1.609 x C. The ion of interest will experience Coulombic repulsive 
forces when it is interacting with charges at other mesh points. The magnitude of any 
repulsive point force {F) could be calculated from Coulombic，s law^^ ^ as shown in 
equation 3.3: 
F = (3.3) 
r 
where k is the proportionality constant, Qi is the charge (in Coulomb) of the ion of 
interest, and Q2 is the charge density of the mesh point at a distance d from the ion of 
interest. The outward repulsive force is exerted by the charge density of relatively 
inner mesh points to the ion of interest while the inward repulsive force is exerted by 
the charge density of relatively outer mesh points to the ion of interested. Then the 
outward repulsive force from all the inner mesh points was summed and the 
summation is also done for the inward repulsive force. 
> Q -O 
The outward repulsive force: F � “ � � = k T ^^ 尸 cos 9 (3.4) 
The inward repulsive force: F 川 冰 = ^ , ' cos 6 (3.5) 
I r 
where 9 is the angle of the ion in questioned with the other mesh point. The overall 
net repulsive force acting on the ion of interested at a particular mesh point was 
calculated: 
N e t f o r c e = _ F _ � , d - F _ M (3.6) 
Based on this model, the numerical approximation of the space charge repulsion was 
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calculated. 
Figure 3.6 shows a plot of the net repulsive force as a function of the distance from the 
ion optical axis. Perhaps it is worthwhile to point out that the space charge effect 
always leads to a net outward force on the ion of interest. The magnitude of the 
resulting repulsive force increases as the radial displacement of the ion from the ion 
optical axis increases. The net force was found to maximize at roughly 0.45 r� . At 
larger radial displacement, the ion of interest would experience a diminishing 
repulsive force. A best fit regression equation was obtained and was included in the 
user program for fast estimation of the repulsive force: 
y = lE-l5oc'-5E-I5x^ -\-9E-l5x' -TE'-lSr'+8E-16x^ +lE-\5oc+5E-\9 (3.7) 
The space charge effect could be modeled by defining the total amount of charge (or 
charge density) prior to the simulation. The Coulombic repulsive force was 
calculated at each time-step using the current radial position of the ion. The force was 
used to calculate the ion acceleration and hence the ion trajectory. After the 
implementation of the user-defined space charge approximation in the user program, 
attempts have been made to study the space charge effect on the ion trapping 
efficiency in the hexapole. Figure 3.7 shows the percentage of survival for ions of 
different m/z after 0.1 s trapping using a hexapole trap at three different space charge 
densities, i.e. 5 x C, 1 x C, 5 x and 1 x C.o), Vo-p, Vr andpo were 
set to 3 MHz，125 V, 10.0 V and 5.7 x 10'^  mbar, respectively. As expected, inclusion 
of the space charge effect reduced the ion trapping efficiency of the hexapole trap. At 
relatively high space charge of 1 x C, the ion trapping efficiency was found to 
drop to a very low value, i.e. < 20%. A plausible explanation for the reduced trapping 
efficiency at high space charge the increasing chance of colliding onto the hexapole 
electrode. Under the influence of space charges, the trapped ions are forced to 























































































































































Chapter Three : Optimization of //-only hexapole under pulse gas condition 
energy had previously been attributed to account for multiple-storage assisted 
dissociation (MSAD)^^ ,^ Because of the finite field radius of the hexapole trap, the 
higher the amplitude of ion oscillation, the higher is the chance for the trapped ions to 
collide with the hexapole electrodes. Knowing the trapping efficiency of the hexapole 
trap for ions of different m/z under different space charge conditions {co, Vo-p, Vj and 
Po are 3 MHz, 125 V, 10.0 V and 5.7 x 10"^  mbar, respectively), it was possible to 
estimate the equilibrium trapping concentration of the analyte ions under multiple 
MALDI ion filling conditions. Based on the assumption that each laser shot can 
generate and inject 3,000 ions of interest into the hexapole trap, the steady state ion 
abundance for ions of different wa/z's were calculated. Figure 3.8 shows a plot of the 
steady state ion abundance as a function of m/z. Under the stated conditions, the 
steady state abundance of ion of m/z of 3,000 to 5,000 was found to be approximately 
3 times higher than that for ion of m/z 1,000 — 2,000 and 6,000 - 7,000. This 
mass-dependent ion trapping efficiency has serious consequence for measurements 
relying on the relative abundances of ions of different m/z values, such as average 
molecular weight and molecular weight distribution analysis of polymers. For 
polydisperse polymers, the presence of a hexapole trap might severely distort the 
relative ion distribution among various oligomers. Non-linear scaling might be 
needed to obtain good estimation of MW and MWD of the polymers. 
It is probably worthwhile to point out that typical MALDI experiment generates 
analyte ions as well as abundant matrix-derived ions. Co-trapping of both 
matrix-derived ions and analyte ions might lead to even lower trapping efficiency for 
the analyte ions. Although the matrix-derived ions are typically of low m/z and thus 
low trapping efficiencies, the relatively high abundance of these ions might lead to 
substantial space charge density that would substantially reduce the trapping 
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low-mass ions may be selectively eliminated from the hexapole trap by using the 
medium //-frequency and voltage. 
3.4 Conclusions 
We have demonstrated that the ion stability in an ；/-only hexapole is affected by 
；y^frequency, r)-voltage, pulse gas pressure, dc trapping potential and space charge 
effects. In order to maximize the ion trapping in terms of mass range and trapping 
efficiency, moderate r/-frequency, medium r/voltage, high pulse pressureand moderate 
trapping potential should be used. A numerical approximation of space charge effect on 
the basis of a normally distributed cylindrical ion cloud was implemented in the 
algorithm. Results showed that high space charge effect decreases the ion trapping 
efficiency as the ions are repelled to higher amplitude. Therefore, simultaneous 
trapping of matrix and analyte is highly undesirable due to the build-up of space charge. 
Preferential removal of matrix ions can be achieved by suitable selection of 
r/frequency and voltage. 
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CHAPTER 4 
OPTIMIZATION OF DIFFERENT 
HEXAPOLE-BASED INTERFACES FOR 
PRE-TRAPPING COOLING 
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CHAPTER 4 
4.1 Introduction 
Ions generated by MALDI are known to inherit high kinetic energies and kinetic energy 
distribution. The high kinetic energy spread adversely affect the processes of ion 
capture and ion detection in the ICR trapped ion cell. Recently, some new generation of 
MALDI sources have been developed in order to reduce the excessive kinetic energy of 
the desorbed ions. Baykut and co-workers^ '^^ ^ have been proposed a new MALDI 
ionization source with the feasibility of pulsed gas introduction. In this design, a 
hexapole ion guide was placed directly in front of the MALDI target plate. The 
MALDI ions are desorbed directly into the hexapole while they are cooled during their 
formation by the pulsed in-source collision gas near the laser target. Ions of bovine 
insulin with molecular mass of 5.7 KDa were successfully detected with a pulse gas 
pressure of 10"^  mbar. 0'Conner and co-workers^^^ also developed a high-pressure 
ionization source for MALDI-FTMS. A higher pulse pressure is introduced in the 
ionization chamber. The pressure in the MALDI target region is thereby increased 
transiently to approximately 1-10 mbar. Results showed that such a high pressure used 
successfully decreased metastable fragmentation and the ubiquitin ions with mass up to 
8600 Da could be captured and detected after collision. Besidesthe pulse gas-cooling 
interface, some interfaces from other mass spectrometers have also shown an 
improvement in the analysis of high mass ions. Krutchinsky and co-worker^^^ have 
developed an ionization interface for an orthogonal time-of-flight mass spectrometer 
with elevated static pressure. The MALDI derived ions are desorbed in the hexapole in 
which the pressure of the ionization chamber is maintained at around 0.1 mbar. 
Cytochrome C ions of 12,359 Da have been detected by TOFMS. Loboda and 
co-worker^^^ also proposed another form of collision damping interface. This interface 
is based on the configuration adapted in the electrospray ionization (ESI) technique. 
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The ion source was modified by placing a cone with a 1.9 mm diameter orifice between 
the MALDI target and quadmpole. Collision gas is introduced in the immediate 
vicinity of the target. With this geometry, the pressure of the ionization region is 
increased up to 1.33 mbar without significantly increaseing the pressure in the 
quadrupole chamber. Ions of myoglobin with molecular mass �17000 Da can be 
detected using this skimmer configuration. Although these two ionization interfaces 
were not coupled with FTMS, the results showed that it can improve the analysis of 
large ions. Therefore, if these pressurized interfaces can be successfully coupled with 
the FTMS, the trapping efficiency of the ions in the ICR trapped ion cell might be 
improved. To the best of our knowledge, no report has been published on the feasibility 
of coupling these interfaces in FTMS. In the present study, attempts were made to 
investigate the adaptability of these methods in the FTMS and their performance for ion 
trapping efficiencies under their optimal operation conditions was evaluated and 
compared with the pulse gas model. As a result, the optimum ion source interface will 
be proposed and implemented in our FTMS system. 
4.2 Simulation conditions 
The two proposed interfaces for coupling with FTMS are the static medium pressure 
interface and differential pressure interface (skimmer-based). To model the static 
medium pressure model and skimmer-based model, different equations were employed 
to mimic the pressure change. For the static medium pressure model, the desired 
pressure in the chamber is elevated and kept at a constant level. Therefore, a constant 
pressure was also maintained in the collision model. At each time step, the collision 
probability is calculated based on constant mean-free-path (mfp) algorithm. (Please 
refer to appendix D for the detailed program scripts) Besides the pressure algorithm, 
the other parts of the user program including the rf generation and the 3D collision 
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model are also the same as described in section 2.4.2. The geometry file used in the 
pulsed gas model (see section 2.4.1) is also employed for the static pressure model to 
simulate the hexapole ion guide and trapping electrode. 
For the proposed differential pressure gradient interface, a skimmer with an orifice is 
installed between the MALDl target and the hexapole. Therefore, in the simulation, a 
potential array for the skimmer electrode with a 1 mmdiameter o orifice was created in 
the geometry file which is the one used in the pulsed gas model. The cone angle and the 
size of the orifice of the skimmer electrode are based on the one installed in the Bruker 
FTMS. The detailed program scripts for the geometry file are written in appendix E. A 
static dc voltage (10 V) is applied to the skimmer electrode. A 3D representation of the 
hexapole ion guide with skimmer installed was shown in Figure 4.1. To mimic the 
pressure change, a constant pressure is maintained in the region between the target plate 
and the skimmer. The collision probability for ions located in this region is calculated 
based on constant mfp algorithm. For the other side of the skimmer, a differential 
pressure gradient is developed due to the conductance limit of the orifice of the 
skimmer. The pressure change is assumed to decrease exponentially along the 
hexapole with a maximum pressure at the orifice and a minimum pressure at the end of 
the hexapole. The pressure change was calculated based on the equation 4.1: 
P = (4.1) 
where P is the system pressure of the ion at distance d along the hexapole, Pq is the 
maximum pressure at the orifice, k is the exponential decay constant and d is the 
position of the ion in the hexapole. At each time step, the collision probability is 
calculated based on the pressure according to the distance of the ion located. Then the 
3D momentum transfer occurrs if the collision probability is greater than the random 
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Detailed program scripts are presented in appendix F. For both interfaces, the initial ion 
definition parameters were described in section 2.4.3. All the simulations were 
performed under quality level 3. Unless otherwise specified the simulation was 
performed with no space charge repulsion. A single ion was flown at each time and 
total of 10 ions would be recorded as a group of data. The trapping efficiency is 
determined by the percentage of ions remaining stable in the hexapole after 0.1 second 
trapping duration. Each data point of the percentage of ion survival represents a trail of 
three in order to obtain a more reliable result. 
4.3 Results and discussion 
4.3.1 Static medium pressure interface 
4.3.1.1 Effect of pressure 
The FTMS vacuum system, it was subdivided into the ion source region and analyzer 
region where the pressure was normally maintained at 10"^  mbar and mbar, 
respectively. A set of three cryopumps was used to achieve the ultrahigh vacuum 
conditions. Ultrahigh vacuum is needed in the FTMS mass analyzer region in order to 
prevent ion-molecule collisions which might perturb the ion motion in the trapped ion 
cell. For the ionization interface in the orthogonal time-of-flight mass spectrometer 
developed by Krutchinsky and co-worker, the whole chamber of the ion source is 
maintained at 0.1 mbar. However, such a high pressure cannot be directly utilized in the 
ionization chamber of the FTMS. If the pressure of the ionization chamber is elevated 
to 10-2 mbar, the whole vacuum system will be degraded and even vented. Therefore, a 
modification should be carried out in the ionization region in order to operate the 
hexapole at the pressure of 10" mbar or above. For the original pulsed gas model, the 
hexapole is placed in the ionization chamber with the cryogenic pump immediately 
removing the pulsed-in buffer gas. As a result, the pressure in the ionization chamber 
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rose only in a very short period and thus the ultrahigh vacuum system would not be 
affected. The new interface should allow the hexapole to operate at static medium 
pressure without degrading the high vacuum of the ionization. Figure 4.2 shows a 
schematic diagram of the proposed modification for the static medium pressure 
interface. The target plate, hexapole and the trapping electrode are enclosed by a 
hollow cylindrical chamber with a skimmer installed at one end. The collision gas was 
introduced through a leak valve and this chamber is pumped down by a roughing rotary 
pump. The pressure of this chamber can be maintained at a range of 10"^  to 10'^  mbar 
depending on the opening of the leak valve. With this configuration, the 
hexapole-based region at high pressure was shielded from the ionization chamber. 
Since the gas load to the ionization chamber is small because of the conductance limit 
of the skimmer's orifice, the hexapole can operate at static medium pressure without 
degrading the ultrahigh vacuum of the ionization chamber. After the pre-trapping 
cooling process, the ions are then extracted by reversing the potential of the trapping 
plate. The ions are transferred through the orifice of the skimmer to the ICR trapped ion 
cell. The simulation for the static medium pressure interface was based on the above 
configuration. The effect of different static pressure on the ion trapping efficiency in 
the hexapole was studied. Moderate r/frequency, medium rf voltage and moderate dc 
trapping voltage was used in the simulation. Figure 4.3 illustrated the percentage of ion 
survival of different m/z ratio after 0.1 strapping duration under different static pressure. 
For the result of using a static pressure of 2.85 x 10"^  mbar (mtp = 2 mm), the ion 
trapping efficiency remains 100% for the low-mass ions while the percentage of ion 
























































































































































































































































































































































































Chapter four : Optimization of different hexapole-based interfaces for pre-trapping cooling 
The high stability for light ions results from the collisional damping of the ion 
trajectories. Collision processes cool the ions for both axial and radial position. Loss of 
kinetic energy in collisions causes the ions to move to the center of the hexapole where 
the effective potential is lowest. The collisionally cooled ions also have smaller 
amplitude of radial oscillations. Ions were confined closer to the optical axis at 
high-pressure condition and thus achievs higher ion stability. Due presumably to 
insufficient collisional cooling at low pressure, the decreased stability for high-mass 
ions results from the axial kinetic energy of the ion being higher than the trapping 
potential. These high-mass ions would move out to the trapping plate. Only ions with 
m/z smaller than several thousand could be trapped at this pressure. A similar trend was 
also observed for higher pressure. Ion mass up to 4000 and 8000 showed a 100% 
trapping efficiency for static pressure of 5.7 x 10"^  mbar and 11.4 x 10'^  mbar 
respectively. The trapping efficiencies decreased further for heavier ions. The decrease 
trend is due to the instability from the large moment of inertia. High mass ions have a 
greater moment of inertia and cannot respond significantly to the rapid changing field 
when they return from the interfacial region and thereby the ion might hit the hexapole. 
The high mass cutoff is also due to insufficient collisional cooling and thus the ion 
moves out to the trapping plate as the axial kinetic energy outweighs the trapping 
potential. Forion trapping in terms of mass range and trapping efficiencies for the three 
different static pressures, a high static pressure (11.4 x 10"^  mbar) should be used as it 
can trap both high-mass and low-mass ions. 
4.3.1.2 Effect of space charge 
A user-defined space charge approximation was also incorporated in the static medium 
pressure model to study the effect of space charge on the ion trapping efficiency. 
(Please refer to appendix G for detailed program scripts.) The ion trapping efficiencies 
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for no space charge and at an equilibrium space charge of 1 x lO"^ "* C were studied. 
Figure 4.4 illustrates the percentage of ion survival of different m/z ratios under no and 
1 X 10-14 C space charge conditions, co, Vo.p, Krandpo were fixed at 3 MHz, 125 V，10 V 
and 11.4 X 10"^  mbar, respectively. The present results show that the space charge effect 
reduces the ion trapping efficiency only for high-mass ions {m/z > 6,000). Two factors 
could be used to account for the simulation results. The space charge repulsion is a 
static force pushing on the trapped ions towards the hexapole electrodes. It is 
destabilizing in nature. Because of the low moment of inertia, the destabilizing motion 
of the low-mass ions could be offset by the r/-only potentials of the hexapole trap. On 
the contrary, the motion of high-mass ions is not sensitive to the rapid changing electric 
potential and is influenced strongly by the destabilizing space charge repulsion force. 
This leads to a lowering of the trapping efficiency. In addition, the space charge effect 
increases the average radial displacement of the trapped ions. As mentioned earlier, the 
ion trapping efficiency of the hexapole trap is strongly influenced by the average radial 
displacement (see section 3.34). Upon entering the interfacial regions between the 
hexapole rods and the trapping plates, the larger the radial displacement, the higher will 
be the radial velocity component of the reflected ions. For low-mass ions, the fast 
varying rf-potential might correct the ion trajectories. Since the motion of high-mass 
ions is less sensitive to the 厂/-potential，they would have higher chance to collide with 
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4.3.2 Differential pressure model (Skimmer-based) 
4.3.2.1 Effect of pressure 
To model the design of the differential pressure interface developed by Loboda^^^, a 
skimmer with an orifice was placed between the MALDI target and the hexapole. 
Figure 4.5 shows a schematic diagram of the proposed differential pressure interface 
using one leak valve. The collision gas was introduced through a leak valve at the 
vicinity of the target. The pressure in the ionization region can be varied from 10'^  to 
lO'i mbar depending on the amount of gas flow in. With a small opening of the 
skimmer, the gas could pass through the orifice to the hexapole region. The higher is 
the pressure in the ionization region, the higher is the base pressure of the hexapole 
region of the ion ionization chamber. In the hexapole region, the pressure decreased 
exponentially along the ion guide，with the pressure at the end of the hexapole equal to 
the base pressure of the ionization chamber. With this configuration, the differential 
pressure interface was established in the simulation. Figure 4.6 illustrates the 
percentage of ion survival of different m/z ratios after 0.1 s trapping duration under 
different schemes of differential pressure. In all cases, 4-order of pressure difference 
was assumed, o), Vo-p and Vt were fixed at 3 MHz, 125 V and 10 V, respectively. 
Because of the LMCO, low-mass ions (mz/ < 200) could not be trapped in all pressure 
schemes. From the Figure 4.6, it is clear that relatively high pressure (1.14 x 10'^  
mbar/ 1.14 x 10"^  mbar) needs to be used in order to achieve satisfactory trapping 
efficiency. 
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Figure 4.5 Schematic diagram of differential pressure interface using one leak 
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Even with a peak pressure of 1.14 x 10" mbar, the rate of kinetic energy damping via 
collisions with buffer gas remains slow. Ions with m/z greater than 3,000 could not be 
trapped. Since the effective mass range for ion trapping is limited by the rate of 
kinetic energy removal (which is proportional to the frequency of collisions), a higher 
base-pressure configuration should be used. Figure 4.7 shows a schematic diagram of 
a modified differential pressure MALDI source. Apart from the leak valve installed in 
the ionization region, an additional leak valve was installed in the hexapole region to 
increase the base pressure of the hexapole region. The pressure in the hexapole region 
could be varied form mbar to 10"^  mbar. Figure 4.8 illustrates the percentage of 
ion survival of different m/z ratios after 0.1 s trapping duration under different 
differential pressure for this new source configuration. In the simulation, the pressure 
2 • 
of the ionization region was kept at 11.4 x 10" mbar while the pressure was varied for 
the hexapole region. O), Vo-p and Vj were fixed at 3 MHz, 125 V and 10 V, respectively. 
Higher trapping efficiency was observed when the base pressure was increased from 
1.14 X 10-6 mbar to 1.14 x 10"^  mbar. Ions with masses up to 5000 Da could 
successfully be trapped. Since the pressure of the hexapole region cannot be increased 
indefinitely, because the high vacuum conditions of the FTMS would be destroyed, a 
peak pressure of 11.4x 10'^  mbar and a base pressure of 11.4 x lO'"^  mbar should be the 
best conditions for the differential pressure interface. 
4.3.2.2 Effect of space charge 
Simulation was conducted to study the effect of space charge on ion trapping 
efficiency for this differential pressure MALDI ion source. A user-defined space 
charge approximation was incorporated in differential pressure model to mimic the 
space charge effect. (Please refer to appendix H for detailed program script.). 
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Figure 4.7 Schematic diagram of differential pressure interface using two leak 


















































































































































































































Chapter four ; Optimization of different hexapole-based interfaces for pre-trapping cooling 
A moderate space charge amount (IxlCT^ C) was employed, co, Vo-p and Vj were fixed 
at 3 MHz, 125 V and 10 V, respectively. The differential pressure scheme with peak 
pressure of 11.4 x 10"^  mbar and a base pressure of 11.4 x lO'"^  mbar was used. Figure 
4.9 illustrates the percentage of ion survival of different m/z ratios under the influence 
of space charge. Consistent with the previous study using a static medium pressure 
configuration, incorporation of space charge effect did not affect the trapping 
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4.3.3 Comparison of the optimal operating conditions for the three proposed 
interfaces 
The three interfaces studied in this project differ from each other in terms of the ways 
in which the cooling buffer gas is introduced. Figure 4.10 illustrates the ion trapping 
efficiencies for ions of different m/z ratios under their optimal operating conditions. 
With reference to the high-mass cutoff (HMCO), both pulsed and static pressure 
interfaces could trap high-mass ions with m/z up to � 1 6 0 0 0 Da; whereas the 
differential pressure interface could trap ions with m/z up to only � 5 0 0 0 Da. The static 
medium pressure interface was found to have superior performance at low-mass 
region compared to the pulsed-gas pressure interface. For the pulsed-gas pressure 
interface, ions with m/z lower than 4,000 Da have progressively reduced in the 
trapping efficiencies. For the static medium pressure interface, no such reduction of 
trapping efficiency was observed in the low-mass region. A sharp reduction in 
trapping efficiency was found only at m/z close to the LMCO value. Based on the 
effective mass range for trapping, the static medium pressure interface was found to 
be the best among the three interfaces studied in this project. Although the actual 
implementation of static medium pressure interface might require more throughout 
considerations, experimental assessment of such interface for pre-cooling of MALDl 
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4.3.4 Comparison of the theoretical results amd the experimental results 
Proper selection of //-frequency, //-voltage, trapping potential and pulsed-gas 
pressure were critical for optimizing the ion trapping efficiency of the hexapole based 
on the above systematic investigation. Moderate r/^frequency, medium zero-to-peak 
/^-voltage, moderate trapping potentials and high pulsed-gas pressure should be 
employed in order to maximize the ion trapping in term of mass range and trapping 
efficiency. Some experimental data^ '^ "^ ^ of MALDl-FTMS with pulsed-in collision 
cooling system, which is using similar conditions as our proposed optimial conditions, 
has been reported. In their studies, a medium r/-frequency (2.5 MHz) was used for 
operating the hexapole ion guide with an adjustable zero-to-peak voltage up to 300V 
(medium r/-voltage). An adjustable trapping potential (10-20 V) was also applied to 
the target plate. In order to obtain the mass spectra of compounds over 5 kDa, they 
have used a higher pressure (middle to high 10"^  mbar) to remove the high initial 
kinetic energy of high mass ion. Molecules with masses up to 5.7 kDa (bovine insulin) 
were analyzed at picomole level with a resolving power up to 500,000. Based on the 
experimental data, it showed our proposed conditions are optimal in order to 
maximize the ion trapping efficiency but somewhat our study provided a more 
throughput investigation on how do these parameters affecting the trapping efficiency 
of the temporary trapping device 
Moreover, Baykut and co-workers '^^ '^ ^ also stated static gas pressure is an option. 
However, although the increased pressure of collision gas effectively cools the 
desorbed ions, such a high pressure in the ion source might degrade the whole vacuum 
system. Therefore, they adopted the pulsed-gas operation. Fortunately, our proposed 
static medium pressure configuration might be able to overcome this problem since 
the whole hexapole is embedded in a hollow cylindrical chamber with a skimmer 
installed at one end. The pressure in the ICR cell did not increased significantly 
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because of only a small orifice for passing the ion to the cell region. The ultrahigh 
vacuum condition can be maintained for the ICR cell. Therefore, the static medium 
pressure interface is definitely worth to conduct. Once the new MALDI ion source 
was designed and will be implemented to our FTMS system for analysis of high-mass 
ions and thus a more throughput comparison can be conducted in the future. 
4.4 Conclusion 
The performance of the static medium pressure interface and differential pressure 
interface for MALDI-FTMS was studied theoretically using SIMION 6.0. To operate 
the static medium pressure, a hollow cylindrical chamber with a skimmer installed at 
one end is used to isolate the target plate, hexapole and the trapping electrode from the 
ionization chamber. With this configuration, a pressure of up to lO'^mbar can be 
maintained in the hexapole region without degrading the whole ultrahigh vacuum 
system. A higher static pressure (11.4 x 10"^  mbar) should be employed in order to 
maximize the ion trapping efficiency. On the other hand, a skimmer with an orifice is 
installed between the target plate and hexapole to create the differential pressure 
interface. Two separate leak valves were employed to establish a higher differential 
pressure (peak pressure = 11.4 x 10'^  mbar & base pressure = 11.4 x 10"^  mbar) in 
order to maximize the mass range. The performances of the three different interfaces 
under their optimal operation conditions were compared. A static medium pressure 
interface should be employed to maximize the ion trapping in term of mass range and 
trapping efficiency. 
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Chapter 5 
5.1 Conclusion 
The pre-trapping cooling processes under different experimental conditions and for 
various forms of hexapole-based interfaces of MALDI-derived ions in 
Fourier-transform mass spectrometry were successfully simulated by SIMION 
version 6.0. Through a systematic investigation of critical experimental parameters, it 
was found that the proper selection of//-frequency, r/-voltage, trapping potential and 
pulsed-gas pressure were critical for optimizing the ion trapping efficiency of the 
hexapole. Moderate r/-frequency, medium zero-to-peak r/-voltage, moderate 
trapping potentials and high pulsed-gas pressure should be employed in order to 
maximize the ion trapping in term of mass range and trapping efficiency. An 
algorithm for approximating the space-charge effect was incorporated to the 
simulation. Due presumably to the charge-charge repulsion, the trapped ions were 
generally found to oscillate with higher amplitude. With an increasing chance of 
colliding with the hexapole electrodes, the ion trapping efficiency was found to 
decrease with increasing space-charge density. It was therefore projected that 
simultaneous trapping of matrix and analyte ions is highly undesirable. Preferential 
removal of matrix ions should be done by suitable selection of r/-frequency and 
r/voltage. 
Three hexapole-based interfaces were investigated. They differ effectively from each 
other in terms of the ways in which cooling buffer gas was introduced. They are 
pulsed-gas interface, static medium pressure interface and differential pressure 
gradient interface. Results showed that a high static pressure should be employed in 
order to maximize the ion trapping efficiency. It was however expected that direct 
coupling of the static medium pressure interface (10"^  mbar) to FTMS would be 
problematic because of the degradation of the ultrahigh vacuum conditions. To 
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alleviate this problem, a design based on a hollow cylindrical chamber with a 
skimmer installed at one end to isolate the target plate, hexapole and the trapping 
electrode from the source chamber was introduced. In this arrangement, the hexapole 
region could, in principle, be operated at high pressure without significantly aflecting 
the ultrahigh vacuum system. A new MALDI ion source based on this static medium 
pressure interface has been designed and will be implemented to our FTMS system 
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Appendix B User program of pulse gas interface 
；defintiion of user adjustable variables 
； adjustable during flight 
defa Switch Time 1E5 ； trapping duration in microseconds 
； adjustable at beginning of flight 
defa PE_Update_cach_usec 0.05 ； pc surface update time step in usee 
defa Phaze_Anglc_Dcg 0.0 ； entry phase angle of ion 
defa Frcqency Hz 6E6 ； if frequency in (Hz) 
defa V 0.75 ； Ion initial velocity 
defa vc 0.3328 ； Buffer gas velocity 
defa collision—gasjnass 44.0; Buffer gas mass 
defa az angle 0.0 ； Ion current az_angle 
defa el angle 0.0 ； Ion current d angle 
defa Po 5.7 ； Maximum pulse gas pressure 
defa S 8E-4 ； Pumping speed 
defa Vo 5 ； Volume of the ionization chamber 
defa Qin 8E-8 ； Gas flow in rate 
defa k 1.3807E-23 ； Boltzmann Constant 
defa T 293 ； Temperature 
defa e 1.602E-19 ； Elementary charge 
defa giga j o g 1.77E-11 ； 2 times the permittivity of free space 
defa alpha 1.42E-40 ； Electronic polarizability of the buffer gas 
defa u 6.99617E-26 ； Reduced mass system 
defa d 4. OOE-10 ； Diameter of the buffer gas 
defa mean freejaath mni 0 ； Mean_frce_path_inm 
defa sp 0 ； Current system pressure 
defa probability 0 ； Probability of collision 
defa rfVolts 125 ;rf voltage 
defa nrfvolts -125 ； -ve if voltage 
defa Ncxt PE Update 0.0 ； next time to update pe surface 
defa b_vz mm 0.0 ； Buffer gas current z velocity 
defa b_vy mm 0.0 ； Buffer gas current y velocity 
defa b_vxjmm 0.0 ； Buffer gas current x velocity 
defa number 10 ； number of ions 
； definition of static variables 
defs first 0.0 ； first call flag 
defs omega 1.0 ； frcq in radians /usee 
dcfs theta 0.0 ； phase offset in radians 
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defs update—flag 1.0 ; pe surface update flag set on at start 
； 
seg fastadjust 
rcl first ； recall first pass flag 
x-0 gsb init ； if this is first reference —> init 
rcl ion_time_of_flight ； current tof in microseconds 
rcl omega * ； omega tof 
rcl theta + ； add phasing angle 
sin ； sin (theta + (omega tof)) 
rcl ifvolts ； times if voltages 
sto adj elcctOl ； store trapping electrode 1 voltage 
rcl lon time of flight ； current tof in microseconds 
rcl omega — ； omega tof 
rcl theta + ； add phasing angle 
sin ； sin (theta + (omega * tof)) 
rcl nrfVolts * ； times negative rf voltages 
sto adj_elect02 ； store trapping electrode 2 voltage 
Ibl init ； parameter initialization subroutine 
1 sto first ； turn off first flag 
rcl phaze angle deg 
>rad ； degree to radian 
sto theta ； phase angle 
rcl Freqency Hz ； rf frequency in Hz 
6.28318E-6 ； to radian / microsecond 
sto omega ； save frequency in radian / usee 
rtn ； return from subroutine 
seg tstep_adjust ； for precise control of transition 
360 rand * ； get a random el angle for buffer gas 
360 rand — ； get a random az angle for buffer gas 
rcl vc ； recall the mean buffer gas velocity 
>r3d ； convert polar 3d to rect 3d 
sto b_vx_nim ； store buffer gas velocity at x 
rlup sto b_vy_mm ； store buffer gas velocity at y 
rlup sto b vz mm ； store buffer gas velocity at z 
rcl Po ； Calculate the gas pressure inside the hexapole 
rcl Qin rcl S / -
rcl S rcl ion_time_of_flight — rcl Vo / chs e^x * 




rcl sp ； Calculate the collision probability per unit of time 
rcl k rcl T 
rcl e rcl gigajog / 
rcl alpha rcl u / sqrt * 
0.000001 ^ 
sto probability 
rcl K rcl T^ 1000 
rcl d rd d rcl sp * 2 sqrt 3.141592654 / ； Calculate the mean free path 
sto mean_free_path_mm 
seg otheractions 
rcl Switch一time ； set the trapping duration 
rcl ion_time_of_flight 
x<y goto skip3 
rcl ionj3z_mni 
MESS ； z=# 
-1 sto Ion Splat 
Ibl skip3 ； determination of the occurrences of the collision 
rcl ion_vz_mm 
x<0 goto skip4 
rcl b_V2_inm 
x<y goto skip2 
goto skip5 
lb) skip4 
rcl b-VZ一 mm 
x>0 goto skip2 
rcl ion_vz_mm 
x>y goto skip5 
goto skip2 
Ibl skip5 
rcl ion—vy mm 
x<0 goto skip6 
rcl b_vy_mm 




x>0 goto skip2 
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rcl ion_vy mm 




x<0 goto skips 
rcl b—vx_mm 




x>0 goto skip2 
rcl ionjvx一mm 




Ibl skip2 ； subroutine for skip2 
rcl meaii_frce_path_mm ； get mean free path for one visible atom 
rcl ion_YZ_min ； get the ion velocity 
rcl ion一vy一mm ； load velocity vectors 
rcl ion vx一mm 
>p3d ； convert velocity to polar coords 
sto V ； save in temporary variables 
rlup sto az aiigle 
rlup sto d angle 
rcl V rcl ion time—step rcl probability ； Calculation of collision probability 
rcl mean_free_path_mm / chs e八x 
1 x o y -
raiid 
x>y goto skipl 
rcl ion—mass rcl ion_vz mm ； Calculate the momentum transfer at z axis 
rcl collision gas一mass rcl ion_vz_inm —-
rcl collision gas mass rcl b—vz—mm 2 * + 
rcl collision gas—mass rcl ion—mass + / sto ion—vz—mm ； sto resulting ion z velocity 
rcl ion mass rcl ion_vy_min * ； Calculate the momentum transfer at y axis 
rcl collision—gas mass rcl ion vy mni * -
rcl collision gas mass rcl b_vy_mm 2 + 
rcl collision gas mass rcl ion—mass + / sto ion_vy_mm ； sto resulting ion y velocity 
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rcl ion mass rcl ion_vx_mni * ； Calculate the momentum transfer at x axis 
rcl collision_gas—mass rcl ion_vx_mm -
rcl collision gas mass rcl b_vx_mm * 2 ** + 
rcl collision_gas_mass rcl ionjnass + / sto ion vx mm ； slo resulting ion x velocity 
rcl ion time—of flight 
MESS ； t=# 
Ibl skipl 
rcl ion_pzjnin 
67.9 x>=y goto skip_pe 
-1 sto ion splat 
Ibl skip_pe 
rcl next_pe_updalc ； recall time for next pe surface update 
rcl ionJime_of_flight ； recall ion's time of flight 
x<y exit ； exit if tof less than pe update 
rcl pc_updalc_cach_usec ； recall pe update increment 
+ sto next_pe_update ； add to tof and store as next pe update 
1 sto lJpdate_PE一surface ； request a pe surface update 
scg terminate 
rcl ion numbcr ； termination of program 
rcl number x!:Y exit 
0 sto rerun_flym 
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Appendix C User program of pulse gas interface with space charge algorithm 
；dcfintiion of user adjustable variables 
； adjustable during flight 
defa Switch-Time 1E5 ； trapping duration in microseconds 
； adjustable at beginning of flight 
defa PE Update each uscc 0.05 ； pc surface update time step in usee 
defa Phazc Angle Deg 0.0 ； entry phase angle of ion 
defa Frcqency Hz 6E6 ； rf frequency in (Hz) 
defa V 0.75 ； Ion initial velocity 
defa vc 0.3328 ； Buffer gas velocity 
defa collision gas mass 44.0 ； Buffer gas mass 
defa az_angle 0.0 ； Ion current az angle 
defa d angle 0.0 ； Ion current d angle 
defa Po 5.7 ； Maximum pulse gas pressure 
defa S 8E-4 ； Pumping speed 
defa Vo 5 ； Volume of the ionization chamber 
defa Qin 8E-8 ； Gas flow in rate 
defa k 1.3807E-23 ； Boltzmanii Constant 
defa T 293 ； Temperature 
defa e 1.602E-19 ； Elementary charge 
defa gigajog 1.77E-11 ； 2 times the permittivity of free space 
defa alpha 1.42E-40 ； Electronic polarizability of the buffer gas 
defa u 6.99617E-26 ； Reduced mass system 
defa d 4.00E-10 ； Diameter of the buffer gas 
defa mcan_free_path_mm 0 ； Mean_free_path_nim 
defa sp 0 ； Current system pressure 
defa probability 0 ； Probability of collision 
defa ifvolts 125 ; if voltage 
defa nrfvolts -125 ; -ve rf voltage 
defa Next_PE_Update 0.0 ； next time to update pe surface 
defa b_vz_mm 0.0 ； Buffer gas current z velocity 
defa b_vy_mm 0.0 ； Buffer gas current y velocity 
defa b vx mm 0.0 ； Buffer gas current x velocity 
defa number 10 ； number of ions 
defa space—charge lE-13 ; desired space charge amount 
defa constant k 9E15 ； Space charge constant 
defa amu 1.66E-27 ； atomic mass unit 
defa charge 1.602E-19 ； Elementary charge 
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defa unit lE-9 ； Convention unit 
defa r 0.0 ； Ion radius from center 
defa at 0.0 ； temp value 
defa rO 1.14 ； inscribed radius 
defa space chargc F 0.0 ； temp value 1 
defa distance 62.0 ； hexapole length 
defa constantl lE-15 ； Space charge approximation constant 
defa constants 5E-15 ； 
defa constants 9E-15 ； 
defa constant4 7E-15 ； 
defa constants 8E-16 ； 
defa constant6 lE-15 ； 
defa constant? 5E-19 ； 
； definition of static variables 
defs first 0.0 ； first call flag 
defs omega 1.0 ； freq in radians /usee 
defs theta 0.0 ； phase offset in radians 
defs update flag 1.0; pe surface update flag set on at start 
， - - - - - - - - - - -
seg acceladjust 
rcl ion_px mm ； recall the ion position in the hexapole 
4.5 -ENTR* 




rcl r ENTR rcl r ENTR * rcl r ENTR rcl constantl rcl space—charge lE-13 / * 
rcl r ENTR rcl r ENTR ••• * rcl r rcl constant! * rcl space—charge lE-13 / * -
rcl r ENTR rcl r ENTR * rcl constants rcl space—charge lE-13 / + 
rcl r ENTR rcl r rcl constant4 * rcl space—charge lE-13 / * -
rcl r ENTR rcl constants rcl space—charge lE-13 / + 
rcl r rcl constant6 * rcl space charge lE-13 / + 
rcl constant? rcl space charge lE-13 / + 
sto spacechargeF 
rcl unit * 
rcl ion—mass / 
rcl amu / 
sto at ； calculation of the repulsion force 




rcl at * 
rclr/ 
rcl ion ax mm + 





rcl ion ay mm + 
sto ion ay mm 
seg fastadjust 
rcl first ； recall first pass flag 
x=0 gsb init ； if this is first reference —> init 
rcl ion time of flight ； current tof in microseconds 
rcl omega * ； omega * tof 
rcl theta + ； add phasing angle 
sin ； sin (theta + (omega * tof)) 
rcl ifvolts — ； times rf voltages 
sto adj electOl ； store trapping electrode 1 voltage 
rcl ion time of flight ； current tof in microseconds 
rcl omega ； omega * tof 
rcl theta + ； add phasing angle 
sin ； sin (theta + (omega * tof)) 
rcl mfvolts ； times negative if voltages 
sto adj_elect02 ； store trapping electrode 2 voltage 
Ibl init ； parameter initialization subroutine 
1 sto first ； turn off first flag 
rcl phazeanglcdeg 
>rad ； degree to radian 
sto theta ； phase angle 
rcl freqency_Hz ； if frequency in Hz 
6.28318E-6 ； to radian / microsecond 
sto omega ； save frequency in radian / usee 
rtn ； return from subroutine 
’----------------------------------------------------------------------............ 
seg tstep adjust ； for precise control of transition 
360 rand ； get a random el angle for buffer gas 
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360 rand — ； get a random az angle for buffer gas 
rcl vc ； recall the mean buffer gas velocity 
>r3d ； convert polar 3d to rect 3d 
sto b一vx mm ； store buffer gas velocity at x 
rlup sto b_vy_mm ； store buffer gas velocity at y 
rlup sto b_vz_nim ； store buffer gas velocity at z 
rcl Po ； Calculate the gas pressure inside the hexapole 
rcl Qin rcl S / -
rcl S rcl ion_time_of_flight * rcl Vo / chs e^x * 
rcl Qin rcl S / + 
sto sp 
rcl sp ； Calculate the collision probability per unit of time 
r d k r c l T ” 
rcl e rcl gigajog / 
rcl alpha rcl u / sqrt — 
0.000001 
sto probability 
rcl K rcl T*^  1000 
rcl d rcl d * rcl sp ^ 2 sqrt ^ 3.141592654 * / ； Calculate the mean free path 
sto mean_frce_pathjTiin 
， - - --
seg other一 actions 
rcl Switch—time ； set the trapping duration 
rcl ion—time一of一flight 
x<y goto skip3 
rcl ion_pz mm 
MESS ； z ^ 
-1 sto Ion一Splat 
Ibl skip3 ； determination of the occurrences of the collision 
rcl ion_vz mm 
x<0 goto skip4 
rcl b-Vz一 mm 
x<y goto skip2 
goto skip5 
Ibl skip4 
rcl b v z m m 
x>0 goto skip2 
rcl ion vz mm 






x<0 goto skip6 
rcl b_vy_mm 
x<y goto skip2 
goto skip? 
Ibl skip6 
rcl b vyjnni 
x>0 goto skip2 
rcl ion vy mm 




x<0 goto skips 
rcl b_vx_mm 
x<y goto skip2 
goto skip9 
Ib l Sk ips 
rcl b_vx_nim 
x>0 goto skip2 
rcl ion vx mm 




Ibl skip2 ； subroutine for skip2 
rcl mcan_frce_path_mm ； get mean free path for one visible atom 
rcl ion__vz_mm ； get the ion velocity 
rcl ion_vy_mm ； load velocity vectors 
rcl ioii_vx_nim 
>p3d ； convert velocity to polar coords 
sto V ； save in temporary variables 
rlup sto az angle 
rlup sto d—angle 
rcl V rcl ion一time step * rcl probability 中 ；calculation of the collision probability 
rcl mean_frec_path_mm / chs c^x 




x>y goto skipl 
rcl ion_mass rcl ion_vz mm * ； Calculate the momentum transfer at z axis 
rcl collision gas mass rcl ion vz mm -
rcl collision gas mass rcl b vz mm * 2 + 
rcl collision gas mass rcl ion mass + / sto ion vz mm ； sto resulting ion z velocity 
rcl ion mass rcl ion_vy_mm ； Calculate the momentum transfer at y axis 
rcl collision gas mass rcl ion_vy_mm -
rcl collision gas mass rcl b vy mm 2 * + 
rcl collision gas mass rcl ion mass + / sto ion vy mm ； sto resulting ion y velocity 
rcl ion mass rcl ion vx mm * ； Calculate the momentum transfer at x axis 
rcl collision gas mass rcl ion vx mm -
rcl collision_gas_mass rcl b_vx_mni + 
rcl collision_gas_mass rcl ion mass + / sto ion vx mm ； sto resulting ion x velocity 
rcl ion_time_of_flight 
MESS ； t=# 
Ibl skipl 
rcl ion_pz_mm 
67.9 x>=y goto skip_pe 
-1 sto ion_splat 
Ibl skipj)e 
rcl next_pe_updatc ； recall time for next pe surface update 
rcl ion timc of flight ； recall ion's time of flight 
x<y exit ； exit if tof less than pe update 
rcl pe update each usec ； recall pe update increment 
+ sto next_pe_updatc ； add to tof and store as next pe update 
1 sto Update PE surface ； request a pe surface update 
，_ ““ “ 
seg terminate 
rcl ion number ； termination of program after calculation 
rcl number x!=Y exit 
0 sto rerun flym 
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Appendix D User program of static medium pressure interface 
；defintiion of user adjustable variables 
； adjustable during flight 
defa Switch—Time 1E5 ； trapping duration in microseconds 
； adjustable at beginning of flight 
defa PE_Update_cach_uscc 0.05 ； pe surface update time step in usee 
defa Phaze Anglc Deg 0.0 ； entry phase angle of ion 
defa Freqency Hz 6E6 ； rf frequency in (Hz) 
defa V 0.75 ； Ion initial velocity 
defa vc 0.3328 ； Buffer gas velocity 
defa collision_gas_mass 44.0 ； Buffer gas mass 
defa az angle 0.0 ； Ion current az angle 
defa el anglc 0.0 ； Ion current el angle 
defa Po 5.7 ； Maximum static pressure 
defa S 8E-4 ； Pumping speed 
defa Vo 5 ； Volume of the ionization chamber 
defa Qin 8E-8 ； Gas flow in rate 
defa k 1.3807E-23 ； Boltzmann Constant 
defa T 293 ； Temperature 
defa e 1.602E-19 ； Elementary charge 
defa gigajog 1.77E-11 ； 2 times the permittivity of free space 
defa alpha 1.42E-40 ； Electronic polarizability of the buffer gas 
defa u 6.99617E-26 ； Reduced mass system 
defa d 4.00E-10 ； Diameter of the buffer gas 
defa mean_free_path_mm 0 ； Mean freejath mm 
defa sp 0 ； Current system pressure 
defa probability 0 ； Probability of collision 
defa ifvolts 125 ; if voltage 
defa nrfvolts -125 ； -verf voltage 
defa Next PE Update 0.0 ； next time to update pc surface 
defa b vz mm 0.0 ； Buffer gas current z velocity 
defa b vy mm 0.0 ； Buffer gas current y velocity 
defa b_vx mm 0.0 ; Buffer gas current x velocity 
defa number 10 ； number of ions 
； definition of static variables 
dcfs first 0.0 ； first call flag 
defs omega 1.0 ； freq in radians /usee 
defs theta 0.0 ； phase offset in radians 
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defs update flag 1.0; pc surface update flag set on at start 
9 
scg fast—adjust 
rcl first ； recall first pass flag 
x=0 gsb init ； if this is first reference —> init 
rcl ionJime_of_flight ； current lof in microseconds 
rcl omega *** ； omega * tof 
rcl theta + ； add phasing angle 
sin ； sin (theta 十(omega tof)) 
rcl ifvolts ； times rf voltages 
sto adj_elect01 ； store trapping electrode 1 voltage 
rcl lon_limc_of_flight ； current tof in microseconds 
rcl omega ； omega — tof 
rcl theta 十 ；add phasing angle 
sin ； sin (theta 十(omega * tot)) 
rcl nifvolts * ； times negative rf voltages 
sto adj_elect02 ； store trapping electrode 2 voltage 
Ibl init ； parameter in i t ia l izat ion subrout ine 
1 sto first ； turn off first flag 
rcl phazc_angle_dcg 
>rad ； degree to radian 
sto theta ； phase angle 
rcl Freqency_Hz ； if frequency in Hz 
6.28318E-6 *** ； to radian / microsecond 
sto omega ； save frequency in radian / usee 
rtn ； return from subroutine 
“ - - - - - - ' “ “ " 
seg tstcp_adjust ； for precise control of transition 
360 rand ； get a random el angle for buffer gas 
360 rand * ； get a random az angle for buffer gas 
rcl vc ； recall the mean buffer gas velocity 
>r3d ； convert polar 3d to rect 3d 
sto b vx mm ； store buffer gas velocity at x 
rlup sto b vy mm ； store buffer gas velocity at y 
rlup sto b_vz mm ； store buffer gas velocity at z 
rcl Po ； Calculate the collision probability per unit of time 
rcl k rcl T * / 
rcl e rcl giga log / 





rclKrclT-^ lOOO*^  
rcl d rcl d * rcl Po * 2 sqrt ^ 3.141592654 / ； Calculate the mean free path 
sto mean_frec_path mm 
scg otheractions 
rcl Switch—time ； set the trapping duration 
rcl ion—time_of_flight 
x<y goto skip3 
rcl ion_pz mm 
MESS ； z=# 
-1 sto Ion_Splal 
Ibl skip3 ； determination of the occurrences of the collision 
rcl ion vz mm 
x<0 goto skip4 
rcl b_vz_mm 
x<y goto skip2 
goto skip5 
Ibl skip4 
rcl b_vz mm 
x>0 goto skip2 
rcl ion vz一mm 




x<0 goto skip6 
rcl b_vy_mm 




x>0 goto skip2 
rcl ion一vy_mm 






x<0 goto skip8 
rcl b_vx mm 




x>0 goto skip2 
rcl ion vx mm 




Ibl skip2 ； subroutine for skip2 
rcl mean_free_path j n m ； get mean free path for one visible atom 
rcl ion_vz mm ； get the ion velocity 
rcl ion_vy_mm ； load velocity vectors 
rcl ion_vx_mm 
>p3d ； convert velocity to polar coords 
sto V ； save in temporary variables 
rlup sto az_angle 
rlup sto cl_angle 
rcl V rcl ion j imc step rcl probability — ； calculation of the collision probability 
rcl mean_free_path_min / chs e"x 
1 x o y -
rand 
x>y goto skipl 
rcl ion_mass rcl ion_vz_mm * ； Calculate the momentum transfer at z axis 
rcl collision gas一mass rcl ion_vz_mm 坤-
rcl collision_gas_mass rcl b_vz_mm 2 * 十 
rcl collision_gas_mass rcl ionjnass 十 / sto ion_vz_mm ； sto resulting ion z velocity 
rcl ion_mass rcl ion_vy j n m * ； Calculate the momentum transfer at y axis 
rcl collision—gas mass rcl ion_vy mm -
rcl collision gas—mass rcl b_vy_mm 2 * + 
rcl collision_gas_mass rcl ion一mass 十 / sto ion_vy mm ； sto resulting ion y velocity 
rcl ion_mass rcl ion_vx_mm ； Calculate the monientum transfer at x axis 
rcl collision gas mass rcl ion_vx_mm -
rcl collision—gas_iTmss rcl b_vx一mm 2 * 十 







67.9 x>=y goto skip_pe 
-1 sto ion splat 
Ibl skip_pe 
rcl next_pc_updatc ； recall time for next pe surface update 
rcl ion time of flight ； recall ion's time of flight 
x<y exit ； exit if tof less than pe update 
rcl pe update each usec ； recall pe update increment 
+ sto next j j e up date ； add to tof and store as next pe update 
1 sto Update_PE_surface ； request a pe surface update 
， 
seg terminate 
rcl ion—number ； termination of program after calculation 
rcl number x!=Y exit 
0 sto rerun_flym 
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；creates detector on axis 
rotatefillO 
{ 




Appendix F User program of differential pressure interface 
；definition of user adjustable variables 
； adjustable during flight 
defa Switch Timc 1E5 ； trapping duration in microseconds 
； adjustable at beginning of flight 
defa PE Update cach usec 0.05 ； pe surface update time step in usee 
defa Phaze Angle Deg 0.0 ； entry phase angle of ion 
defa Frcqency_Hz 6E6 ； if frequency in (Hz) 
defa V 0.75 ； Ion initial velocity 
defa vc 0.3328 ； Buffer gas velocity 
defa collision gas mass 44.0 ； Buffer gas mass 
defa az angle 0.0 ； Ion current az angle 
defa el_angle 0.0 ； Ion current el angle 
defa Po 5.7 ； Peak pressure 
defa low_po 5.7E-4 ； Base pressure 
defa length 66 ； distance along the hexapole 
defa constant 0 ； constant 
defa S 8E-4 ； Pumping speed 
defa Vo 5 ； Volume of the ionization chamber 
defa Qin 8E-8 ； Gas flow in rate 
defa k 1.3807E-23 ； Boltzmann Constant 
defa T 293 ； Temperature 
defa e 1.602E-19 ； Elementary charge 
defa gigajog 1.77E-11 ； 2 times the permittivity of free space 
defa alpha 1.42E-40 ； Electronic polarizability of the buffer gas 
defa u 6.99617E-26 ； Reduced mass system 
defa d 4.00E-10 ； Diameter of the buffer gas 
defa mean_frcc_path mm 0 ； Meaii_free_path_mm 
defa sp 0 ； Current system pressure 
defa probability 0 ； Probability of collision 
defa rfvolts 125 ; rf voltage 
defa nrfvolts -125 ；-ve rf voltage 
defa Next_PE_Update 0.0 ； next time to update pe surface 
defa b vz mm 0.0 ； Buffer gas current z velocity 
defa b_vy_mm 0.0 ； Buffer gas current y velocity 
defa b vx mm 0.0 ； Buffer gas current x velocity 
defa number 10 ； number of ions 
； definition of static variables 
defs first 0.0 ； first call flag 
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defs omega 1.0 ； freq in radians /usee 
defs theta 0.0 ； phase offset in radians 
defs update—flag 1.0; pe surface update flag set on at start 
，对--------------------- --------------
seg fast_adjust 
rcl first ； recall first pass flag 
x=0 gsb init ； if this is first reference ——> init 
rcl ion time of flighl ； current tof in microseconds 
rcl omega * ； omega * tof 
rcl theta + ； add phasing angle 
sin ； sin (theta 十（omega tof)) 
rcl ifvolts — ； times rf voltages 
sto adj—elecWl ； store trapping electrode 1 voltage 
rcl Ion—time一of—flight ； current tof in microseconds 
rcl omega 中 ；omega — tof 
rcl theta + ； add phasing angle 
sin ； sin (theta + (omega tof)) 
rcl nrfvolts ； times negative rf voltages 
sto adj_elect02 ； store trapping electrode 2 voltage 
Ib l in i t ； parameter i n i t i a l i za t i on subrout ine 
1 sto first ； turn off first flag 
rcl phaze_angle_deg 
>rad ； degree to radian 
sto theta ； phase angle 
rcl Frcqency_Hz ； rf frequency in Hz 
6.28318E-6 ； to radian / microsecond 
sto omega ； save frequency in radian / usee 
itn ； return from subroutine 
， - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
seg tstep adjust ； for precise control of transition 
360 raiid * ； get a random el angle for buffer gas 
360 rand ； get a random az angle for buffer gas 
rcl vc ； recall the mean buffer gas velocity 
>r3d ； convert polar 3d to rect 3d 
sto b_vx mm ； store buffer gas velocity at x 
rlup sto b vy mm ； store buffer gas velocity at y 
rlup sto b_vz mm ； store buffer gas velocity at z 










rcl P o / L N 






rcl Po * 
sto sp 
Ibl pi 
rcl sp ； Calculate the collision probability per unit of time 
r d k r c l T * / 
rcl e rcl gigajog / 
rcl alpha rcl u / sqrt — 
0.000001 
sto probability 
rcl K rcl T"^  1000* 
rcl d rcl d*^  rcl sp ‘‘ 2 sqrt 3.141592654 / ； Calculate the mean free path 
sto mean_free_path_mm 
seg other—actions 
rcl Switchjime ； set the trapping duration 
rcl ion_time_of_flight 
x<y goto skip3 
rcl ion_pz_mm 
MESS ； z i 
-1 sto lon_Splat ； determination of the occurrences of the collision 
Ibl skip3 
rcl ion vz mm 
x<0 goto skip4 
rcl b_vz mm 





rcl b v z m m 
x>0 goto skip2 
rcl ion vz mm 
x>y goto skip5 
goto skip2 
Ibl skip5 
rcl ion vy mm 
x<0 goto skip6 
rcl b_vy_mm 




x>0 goto skip2 
rcl ion_vy_mm 
x>y goto skip? 
goto skip2 
Ibl skip? 
rcl ion vx mm 
x<0 goto skip8 
rcl b_vx mm 




x>0 goto skip2 
rcl ionjv}4_mm 




Ibl skip2 ; subroutine for skip2 
rcl mcan_frce_path_mm ； get mean free path for one visible atom 
rcl ion_vz_mm ； get the ion velocity 
rcl ion vy mm ； load velocity vectors 
rcl ion_vx_mm 
>p3d ； convert velocity to polar coords 
sto V ； save in temporary variables 
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rlup sto az angle 
rlup sto d angle 
rcl V rcl ion_tiine_step *** rcl probability ； Calculation of the probability 
rcl mean freejMh—mm / chs c^x 
1 x o y -
rand 
x>y goto skipl 
rcl ion mass rcl ion_v2_mm ； Calculate the momentum transfer at z axis 
rcl collision gas mass rcl ion_vz_mm * -
rcl collision—gas mass rcl b_vz_mm * 2 中 + 
rcl collision—gas nmss rcl ion mass + / sto ion_vz_mm ； sto resulting ion z velocity 
rcl ion_mass rcl ion_vy_mm ； Calculate the momentum transfer at y axis 
rcl collision gas mass rcl ion vy mni * -
rcl colIision_gas_inass rcl b_vy_mm 2 十 
rcl collision gas mass rcl ion mass + / sto ion_vy_nim ； sto resulting ion y velocity 
rcl ion_mass rcl ion_vx_mm ； Calculate the momentum transfer at x axis 
rcl collision gas mass rcl ion vx nim -
rcl collision_gas_mass rcl b_vx_mm 2 * + 





70.1 x>=y goto skipj)e 
-1 sto ion一splat 
Ibl skipj)c 
rcl next_pc_updatc ； recall time for next pe surface update 
rcl ionjime—of flight ； recall ion's time of flgiht 
x<y exit ； exit if tof less than pc update 
rcl pe_update_each_usec ； recall pc update increment 
十 sto ncxl_pe_updatc ； add to tof and store as next pc update 
1 sto Update一PE-Surface ； request a pe surface update 
， 
seg terminate 
rcl ion_number ； termination of program after calculation 
rcl number x!=Y exit 
0 sto rerun flym 
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Appendix G User program of static medium pressure interface with space charge 
algorithm 
；definition of user adjustable variables 
； adjustable during flight 
defa Switch Time 1E5 ； trapping duration in microseconds 
； adjustable at beginning of flight 
defa PE Update each uscc 0.05 ； pe surface update time step in usee 
defa Phaze Angle Deg 0.0 ； entry phase angle of ion 
defa Freqency_Hz 6E6 ； rf frequency in (Hz) 
defa V 0.75 ； Ion initial velocity 
defa vc 0.3328 ； Buffer gas velocity 
defa collision_gas_mass 44.0; Buffer gas mass 
defa az angle 0.0 ； Ion current az angle 
defa el anglc 0.0 ； Ion current el angle 
defa Po 5.7 ； Maximum static pressure 
defa S 8E-4 ； Pumping speed 
defa Vo 5 ； Volume of the ionization chamber 
defa Qin 8E-8 ； Gas flow in rate 
defa k 1.3807E-23 ； Boltzmann Constant 
defa T 293 ； Temperature 
defa e 1.602E-19 ； Elementary charge 
defa giga j o g 1.77E-11 ； 2 times the permittivity of free space 
defa alpha 1.42E-40 ； Electronic polarizability of the buffer gas 
defa u 6.99617E-26 ； Reduced mass system 
defa d 4.00E-10 ； Diameter of the buffer gas 
defa mean_free_path mm 0 ； Mcan_free_path mm 
defa sp 0 ； Current system pressure 
defa probability 0 ； Probability of collision 
defa rfVolts 125 ; rf voltage 
defa nrfvolts -125 ； -verf voltage 
defa Ncxt_PE_Update 0.0 ； next time to update pe surface 
defa b vz mm 0.0 ； Buffer gas current z velocity 
defa b_vy_mm 0.0 ； Buffer gas current y velocity 
defa b_vx_mm 0.0 ； Buffer gas current x velocity 
defa number 10 ； number of ions 
defa space—charge lE-13 ； space charge amount at the center 
defa constant k 9E15 ； Space charge constant 
defa amu 1.66E-27 ； atomic mass unit 
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defa charge 1.602E-19 ； Elementary charge 
defa unit lE-9 ； Convention unit 
defa r 0.0 ； Ion radius from center 
defa at 0.0 ； temp value 
defa rO 1.14 ； inscribed radius 
defa space—charge F 0.0 ； temp value 1 
defa distance 62.0 ； hexapole length 
defa constantl lE-15 ； Space charge approximation constant 
defa constanl2 5E-15 ； 
defa constants 9E-15 ； 
defa constant4 7E-15 ； 
defa constants 8E-16 ； 
defa constant6 lE-15 ； 
defa constant? 5E-19; 
； definition of static variables 
dcfs first 0.0 ； first call flag 
defs omega 1.0 ； frcq in radians /usee 
defs thcla 0.0 ; phase offset in radians 
dcfs updatc_flag 1.0 ; pe surface update flag set on at start 
， ---- - - ----
seg acceladjust 
rcl ionj)x_mm ； recall the ion position in the hexapole 
4.5_ENTR 冲 
rcl ion_py_min 
4.5 - ENTR 
+ SQRT 
sto r 
rcl r ENTR rcl r ENTR ‘‘ rcl r ENTR — rcl constantl rcl space—charge lE-13 / 
rcl r ENTR rcl r ENTR * rcl r * rcl constant�* rcl space—charge lE-13 / -
rcl r ENTR rcl r ENTR * rcl constants * rcl space—charge lE-13 / + 
rcl r ENTR rcl r * rcl constant4 * rcl space—charge lE-13 / -
rcl r ENTR * rcl constants * rcl space charge lE-13 / + 
rcl r rcl constant6 rcl space charge lE-13 / + 
rcl constant? rcl space charge lE-13 / * + 
sto spaccchargeF 
rcl unit * 
rcl ion—mass / 
rcl amu / 
sto at ； calculation of the repulsion force 
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rcl ion_ax_mm + 
sto ion ax mm 




rcl ion ay mm + 
sto ion_ay_mm 
seg fast—adjust 
rcl first ； recall first pass flag 
x=0 gsb init ； if this is first reference —> init 
rcl ionJimc_of_flight ； current tof in microseconds 
rcl omega ** ； omega ** tof 
rcl theta + ； add phasing angle 
sin ； sin (theta 十(omega tof)) 
rcl ifvolts ； times rf voltages 
sto adj cleclOl ； store trapping electrode 1 voltage 
rcl lon_limc_of_flight ； current tof in microseconds 
rcl omega * ； omega tof 
rcl theta + ； add phasing angle 
sin ； sin (theta + (omega *** tof)) 
rcl nrfVolts ； times negative if voltages 
sto adj_elect02 ； store trapping electrode 2 voltage 
Ibl init ； parameter initialization subroutine 
1 sto first ； turn off first flag 
rcl phaze_angle_dcg 
>rad ； degree to radian 
sto theta ； phase angle 
rcl Freqency Hz ； if frequency in Hz 
6.28318E-6 _ ； to radian / microsecond 
sto omega ； save frequency in radian / usee 
rtn ； return from subroutine 
- - - - - - -
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seg tstep adjust ； for precise control of transition 
360 rand ； get a random el angle for buffer gas 
360 rand ； get a random az angle for buffer gas 
rcl vc ； recall the mean buffer gas velocity 
>r3d ； convert polar 3d to rect 3d 
sto b_vx_mm ； store buffer gas velocity at x 
rlup sto b_vy_mm ； store buffer gas velocity at y 
rlup sto b_vz mm ； store buffer gas velocity at z 
rcl Po ； Calculate the collision probability per unit of time 
rcl k rcl T * / 
rcl e rcl gigajog / 
rcl alpha rcl u / sqrt 
0.000001 
sto probability 
rcl K rcl T-^ 1000 
rcl d rcl d * rcl Po * 2 sqrt * 3.141592654 / ； Calculate the mean free path 
sto mean_frce_path_mm 
广 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
scg other—actions 
rcl Switchjime ； set the trapping duration 
rcl ion_time_of_flight 
x<y goto skip3 
rcl ion_p2_mm 
MESS ； 
-1 sto Ion_Splat ； determination of the occurrences of the collision 
Ibl skip3 
rcl ion_vz_mm 
x<0 goto skip4 
rcl b vz mm 




x>0 goto skip2 
rcl ion vz mm 






x<0 goto skip6 
rcl b_vyjnm 




x>0 goto skip2 
rcl ion—vy一mm 




x<0 goto skip8 
rcl b_vx_mm 
x<y goto skip2 
goto skip9 
Ibl skips 
rcl b 一 vx一 mm 
x>0 goto skip2 
rcl ion_vx_mni 




Ibl skip2 ； subrountine for skip2 
rcl mcan_free_path_mm ； gel mean free path for one visible atom 
rcl ion vz mm ； get the ion velocity 
rcl iori-Vy一mm ； load velocity vectors 
rcl ioii_vx一mm 
>p3d ； convert velocity to polar coords 
sto V ； save in temporary variables 
rlup sto az angle 
rlup sto el angle 
rcl V rcl ion—time一step rcl probability ； calculation of the collision probability 
rcl mean_freej)ath_mm / chs c^x 
1 x o y -
rand 
x>y goto skipl 
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rcl ion mass rcl ion_vz_mni ； Calculate the momentum transfer at z axis 
rcl collision gas mass rcl ion vz mm * -
rcl collision gasjmass rcl b_vz_mm 2 + 
rcl collision gas mass rcl ion mass + / sto ion_vz_mm ； sto resulting ion z velocity 
rcl ion mass rcl ion vy mm ； Calculate the momentum transfer at y axis 
rcl collision_gas_mass rcl ion_vy_mm -
rcl collision gas mass rcl b_vy_nim * 2 * + 
rcl collision gas mass rcl ion_mass + / sto ion vy mm ； sto resulting ion y velocity 
rcl ion mass rcl ion vx min * ； Calculate the momentum transfer at x axis 
rcl collision gas mass rcl ion vx mm * -
rcl collision gas mass rcl b_vx_mm * 2 * 十 
rcl collision gas mass rcl ion mass + / sto ion vx mm ； sto resulting ion x velocity 
rcl ion_time_of_flight 
MESS ； t=# 
Ibl skipl 
rcl ion_pz mm 
67.9 goto skip_pe 
-1 sto ion_splat 
Ibl skip_pe 
rcl ncxtjje update ； recall time for next pe surface update 
rcl ion_time_of_flight ； recall ion's time of flight 
x<y exit ； exit if tof less than pe update 
rcl pe update each usec ； recall pe update increment 
+ sto ncxt_pe_update ； add to tof and store as next pe update 
1 sto Updatc PE surface ； request a pe surface update 
seg terminate 
rcl ion_number ； termination of program after calculation 
rcl number x!=Y exit 
0 sto rcrun_flym 
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Appendix H User program of differential pressure interface with space charge 
algorithm 
；defintiion of user adjustable variables 
； adjustable during flight 
defa Switch Timc 1E5 ； trapping duration in microseconds 
； adjustable at beginning of flight 
defa PE_Update_each_uscc 0.05 ； pe surface update time step in usee 
defa Phaze_Angle_Dcg 0.0 ； entry phase angle of ion 
defa Frcqency_Hz 6E6 ； rf frequency in (Hz) 
defa V 0.75 ； Ion initial velocity 
defa vc 0.3328 ； Buffer gas velocity 
defa collision_gas_mass 44.0 ； Buffer gas mass 
defa az angle 0.0 ； Ion current az angle 
defa d angle 0.0 ； Ion current d angle 
defa Po 5.7 ; Peak pressure 
defa low_po 5.7E-4 ； Base pressure 
defa length 66 ； distance along the hexapole 
defa constant 0 ； constant 
defa S 8E-4 ； Pumping speed 
defa Vo 5 ； Volume of the ionization chamber 
defa Qin 8E-8 ； Gas flow in rate 
defa k 1.3807E-23 ； Boltzmaiin Constant 
defa T 293 ； Temperature 
defa e 1.602E-19 ； Elementary charge 
defa gigajog 1.77E-11 ； 2 times the permittivity of free space 
defa alpha 1.42E-40 ； Electronic polarizability of the buffer gas 
defa u 6.99617E-26 ； Reduced mass system 
defa d 4. OOE-10 ； Diameter of the buffer gas 
defa mean_free_path_mni 0 ； Mean_frce_path_nin] 
defa sp 0 ； Current system pressure 
defa probability 0 ； Probability of collision 
defa ifvolts 125 ;rf voltage 
defa nrfvolts -125 ； -ve if voltage 
defa Next_PE_Update 0.0 ； next time to update pe surface 
defa b_vz mm 0.0 ； Buffer gas current z velocity 
defa b_vy_mm 0.0 ； Buffer gas current y velocity 
defa b vx mm 0.0 ； Buffer gas current x velocity 
defa number 10 ； number of ions 
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defa space—charge lE-13 ； space charge amount at the centre 
defa constant k 9E15 ； Space charge constant 
defa axnu 1.66E-27 ； atomic mass unit 
defa charge 1.602E-19 ； Elementary charge 
defa unit lE-9 ； Convention unit 
defa r 0.0 ； Ion radius from center 
defa at 0.0 ； temp value 
defa rO 1.14 ； inscribed radius 
defa space_charge_F 0.0 ； temp value 1 
defa distance 62.0 ； hexapole length 
defa constantl lE-15 ； Space charge approximation constant 
defa constant2 5E-15 ； 
defa constants 9E-15 ; 
defa constant4 7E-15 ; 
defa constants 8E-16 ； 
defa constant6 lE-15 ; 
defa constant? 5E-19; 
； definition of static variables 
defs first 0.0; first call flag 
defs omega 1.0 ； freq in radians /usee 
defs theta 0.0 ； phase offset in radians 
defs update—flag 1.0; pe surface update flag set on at start 
， 
seg accel_adjust 
rcl ion_px mm ； recall the ion position in the hexapole 
4.5 -ENTR-^ 




rcl r ENTR rcl r ENTR ^ rcl r ENTR ^ * rcl constantl * rcl space—charge lE-13 / 
rcl r ENTR rcl r ENTR rcl r * rcl constant�* rcl space—charge lE-13 / -
rcl r ENTR * rcl r ENTR rcl constants rcl space—charge lE-13 / * + 
rcl r ENTR * rcl r rcl constant4 * rcl space—charge lE-13 / * -
rcl r ENTR * rcl constants rcl space—charge lE-13 / + 
rcl r rcl constant6 * rcl space charge lE-13 / 十 





rcl ion—mass / 
rcl amu / 





rcl ion ax mm + 





rcl ion_ay_mm + 
sto ion ay mm 
’ - - “ “ “ 
seg fast_adjust 
rcl first ； recall first pass flag 
x=0 gsb init ； if this is first reference —> init 
rcl ion_time_of_flight ； current tof in microseconds 
rcl omega * ； omega tof 
rcl theta + ； add phasing angle 
sin ； sin (theta + (omega tof)) 
rcl ifvolts * ； times rf voltages 
sto adj clectOl ； store trapping electrode 1 voltage 
rcl lon time of flight ； current tof in microseconds 
rcl omega * ； omega * tof 
rcl theta + ； add phasing angle 
sin ； sin (theta + (omega * tof)) 
rcl nrfvolts ； times negative if voltages 
sto adj_elect02 ； store trapping electrode 2 voltage 
Ib l in i t ； parameter i n i t i a l i za t i on subrout ine 
1 sto first ； turn off first flag 
rcl phaze angle deg 
>rad ； degree to radian 
sto theta ； phase angle 
rcl Freqcncy Hz ； if frequency in Hz 
6.28318E-6* ； to radian / microsecond 
sto omega ； save frequency in radian / usee 
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rtn ； return from subroutine 
， ” “ 
seg tstep adjust ； for precise control of transition 
360 rand — ； get a random el angle for buffer gas 
360 rand * ； get a random az angle for buffer gas 
rcl vc ； recall the mean buffer gas velocity 
>r3d ； convert polar 3d to rect 3d 
sto b vx mm ； store buffer gas velocity at x 
rlup sto b_vy_nim ； store buffer gas velocity at y 
rlup sto b—vz_inm ； store buffer gas velocity at z 
rcl ion_pz_mm ； calculation of the system pressure 
3.0 





rcl low Po 
rcl Po / LN 
rcl length / 
sto constant 
rcl ion_pz mm 
3.0-
rcl constant * 
e八X 
rcl Po * 
sto sp 
Ibl pi 
rcl sp ； Calculate the collision probability per unit of time 
rcl k rcl T ” 
rcl c rcl gigajog / — 
rcl alpha rcl u / sqrt 
0.000001 — 
sto probability 
rcl K rcl T "MOOO * 
rcl d rcl d * rcl sp * 2 sqrt * 3.141592654 / ； Calculate the mean free path 
sto mean_free_path_mm 
seg other actions 
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rcl Switch-time ； set the trapping duration 
rcl ion_tiinc_of_flight 
x<y goto skip3 
rcl ion_pz_mm 
MESS ； 2=# 
-1 sto lon Splat ； determination of the occurrences of the collision 
Ibl skip3 
rcl ion_vz mm 
x<0 goto skip4 
rcl b_vz_nim 




x>0 goto skip2 
rcl ion一vz一mm 




x<0 goto skip6 
rcl b_vy_mm 




x>0 goto skip2 
rcl ion vy一mm 




x<0 goto skip8 
rcl b-Vx—mm 












Ibl skip2 ； subroutine for skip2 
rcl mean_frec_path_mm ； get mean free path for one visible atom 
rcl ion_vz_mm ； get the ion velocity 
rcl ion_vy_mm ； load velocity vectors 
rcl ion_vx_mni 
>p3d ； convert velocity to polar coords 
sto V ； save in temporary variables 
rlup sto az anglc 
rlup sto d angle 
rcl V rcl ion_time_step * rcl probability ； Calculation of the probability 
rcl mean_frce_path_mm / chs e八x 
1 x o y -
rand 
x>y goto skipl 
rcl ion_mass rcl ion_vz_nim * ； Calculate the momentum transfer at z axis 
rcl collision_gas_mass rcl ion_vz_nim -
rcl collision gas mass rcl b vz mm 2 + 
rcl collision gas mass rcl ion_mass + / sto ion vz mm ； sto resulting ion 2 velocity 
rcl ion_mass rcl ion—vy_min ； Calculate the momentum transfer at y axis 
rcl collision_gas_mass rcl ion_vy mm -
rcl collision_gas_mass rcl b_vy mm 2 * + 
rcl collision gas mass rcl ion mass + / sto ion_vy_mm ； sto resulting ion y velocity 
rcl ion_mass rcl ion_vx_miTi ； Calculate the momentum transfer at x axis 
rcl collision gas mass rcl ion vx mm -
rcl collision_gas_mass rcl b_vx_mm 2 * + 
rcl collision—gas_mass rcl ion mass + / sto ion_vx_mm ； sto resulting ion x velocity 
rcl ion time of flight 
MESS ； t=# 
Ibl skipl 
rcl ion_pz_mm 
70.1 goto skipjae 
-1 sto ion splat 
Ibl skip_pe 
rcl next_pe_update ； recall time for next pe surface update 
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rcl ionjime—of—flight ； recall ion's time of flgiht 
x<y exit ； exit if tof less than pc update 
rcl pe update each usec ； recall pe update increment 
+ sto ncxt_pe_updatc ； add to tof aiid store as next pc update 
1 sto Update PE一surface ； request a pe surface update 
seg terminate 
rcl ion number ； termination of program after calculation 
rcl number x!=Y exit 
0 sto rerun_flym 
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Appendix I The origin of low mass cutoff 
When a r/-only alternate current (a.c.) was used to generate the oscillating electric 
field, the multipole acted as a strong focusing high pass filter which allow the ions 
with mass-to-charge ratio greater than certain mass limit to pass through. This certain 
mass limit referred to the low mass cutoff (LMCO) which can be defined from the 
Mathieu's e q u a t i o n ^ I n the 厂/-only mode, the Mathieu stability parameter a is set 
to zero and the ion motion is dependent only upon q and can be defined as follow: 
4义 - 0 
f r (App.i.i) 
mo) r^ 
In order to study the origin of low mass cutoff, r/-only quadrupole mass filter model 
installed in SIMION package^^^ was employed. Positive ions with different m/z ratio 
around the LMCO were scanned. The detailed parameters used in the simulation 
were listed in Table App.I. Figure App.I.(a)-(f) showed the influence of the rf voltage 
on the ion trajectories of different mass along the x-axis. As shown in figure App.I.(a) 
and (b)，the ions with m/z smaller than the LMCO undergo one forced oscillation with 
a duration of 2 rf cycle. When the positive rf voltage was at maximum, the ion 
experienced a maximum repulsion force since the oscillation amplitude is also at 
maximum. Then the ion reversed the direction and so the ions oscillated at higher 
amplitude for the following cycle. The ion experienced a greater repulsion force 
because the ions were now closer to the rod. The resulting phenomenon was the 
amplitude kept increasing and the trajectory was unstable. The phenomenon of 
increasing amplitude was also being observed for ions with m/z just above the LMCO 
and was shown in figure App.I. (c). Further increase the m/z ratio of the ion above the 
LMCO, the trajectories oscillated with a difiterent behavior. As seen in Figure 
App.I.(d), the ions also undergo forced oscillation with duration of 2 r/cycle at the 
beginning. The ion also experienced a maximum repulsion force when the oscillation 
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amplitude and rf voltage is at maximum and thus the ion reversed the direction. 
Therefore, the ions oscillated at higher amplitude for the following cycle and hence 
gained greater repulsion force because the ions were now closer to the rod. Normally, 
the amplitude of the ion motions should continuous increase and the trajectories 
should be unstable. 
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Field radius ro 二 4 mm 
A.C. frequency f : 3MHz 
D.C. voltage " : 0 V 
Zero-to-peak voltage Vp.o^ 125 V 
X coordinate X = 0.1mm offset from center 
Y coordinate Y 二 0.1mm offset from center 
Max. qz value^^^ 0.908046 
Calculated LMCO' 9.35 amu 
Table App.I. The detailed parameters used to determine the origin of LMCO in the 
simulations. 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































However, maximum amplitude was observed at around 1.5us. Then the amplitude 
started to decrease and the ion are then undergone a forced oscillation with the 
duration of only 1 rf cycle at 2.3 - 2.9 us. The reason for the lower amplitudes 
observed was that heavier ion had a greater moment of inertia. They cannot respond 
significantly to the fast alternating potential. As a result, the oscillation frequency of 
the ions became lag behind the frequency of rf voltage. The maximum rf voltage is 
somehow not at the same position of the peak of ion oscillation. The ion now 
experienced a smaller repulsion force when the ion reversed the direction. Therefore， 
the ion oscillated at a smaller amplitude for the following cycle and hence gained a 
smaller repulsion force because the ions were now far away from the rod. The 
resulting ion motions were moving toward the center and stable. After a certain 
period, the oscillation frequency was now coupled with the rf voltage again. The ions 
were then undergoing forced oscillation for 2 rf cycle duration. The amplitude kept 
increasing to the maximum and decoupling occurred again. The overall result of this 
train lead to stabilization. This decoupling phenomenon occurred more frequently 
when the m/z ratio increased and was observed in figure App.I. (e) and (f). The above 
results showed that the stability of the ions in the r/-only quadrupole is mass 
dependent. For the ion's mass below LMCO, the ion motion coupled with the //field, 
thus increased in amplitude and became unstable. That why only certain ion with m/z 
greater than LMCO would not fully coupled with the r/-field and could be transmitted 
by r/-only quadrupole. According to the study of Szabo^，higher order n-poles have 
diffuse stability regions in contrast to the well-defined zones of the quadrupole. The 
stability of hexapole depended not only the Mathieu stability parameter q, but also on 
the initial positions and velocity of the ion. Larger region of stability can be obtained 
if the ion entered the hexapole with a radius which does not exceed 0. Iro and with low 
radial velocity. In the experiment, the target plate should be aligned in such a way that 
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the initial desorption position of the ion was closed to the center axis of the hexapole. 
Therefore, in the following simulation, the position of the ions was chosen to be 
0.05mm offset from the origin with zero radial velocity. The factors that affecting the 
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